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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to study the relationship between the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WllS) and the Quick Test (QT) as measures
of intelligence in a group of hospitalized, male paraplegios.

The W.uS has

been traditionaJ..ly considered one of the best, if not the best, measures of
intelligenoe for an adult population, (Anastasi, 1954; Oronbach, 1942).
Some of the outstanding developers

or

intelligence tests (Terman and Merrill,

1937; Wechsler, 1949, Wechsler, 1958) h.ave oonsidered vocabulary to be the
best single estir.1ate of general :intellectual functioning.

others (Dale..

1957; Itwood, 1939; Guertin, 1962; Hunt, 1948; Hunt, 1949; Hiner, 1957;

Penrose, 1936; Spache, 1943; Thorndike, 1942) rulve put this observation to
the test and generally verified it with several instruments and among many

ldnds of population.

recognition test.

The qr is

ill

new short form, Visual"'perceptual vooabula1"7

Validity coefficients reported by the authors, Ammons and

Ammons, are quite high, but they are not derived frol'l use with a para;,.)1egic

population, nor with theWAIS as a criterion (Ammons and Azlllllons, 1962).
In so far as vocabulary tests have proven their value as indicators of IQ

(henoeforth to be used as an abbreviation for ftinte11igence quotient"). it
would be appropriate to evaluate this instrument, the QT, in terms of its

validity as well as its unique advantages in comparison to other instruments.
-1-

-2110tivation for this study 'Was provided by an immediate, practical

need on a hospital ward.
Hospital.

This was the Spinal Cord InjUI7 Section at Hines

The greatest majority 01: the patients on this ward haVe su.ffered

extraneous dar.1a.ge to the spinal cord.

As a. consequ.ence, they experience

motor impairment either of the legs or both arms and legs.

Those who are

impaired in all extremities, the quadriplegics, are unable to take sta.n.dard

intelligenoe tests which involve timed performanoe subsoales.

Those who

are :impaired only ill the legs, the paraplegics, are often unable to take

to standard tests beoause of lo\{ e.."1ergy- and confinenent to bed.
Psychologists funotion in two Inajor oapacities with these men.

The

first, the traditional i'l.lllction is in estimating intelligence; the second is

that of administrator-co'JI'dinatol' of

progr~l1s

and therapies.

This latter

function involves advising physic;.:.l, occupational, recreational and
educational. therapists 0::" w.r.:,t they may eXi)ect from the patients and how

their psychological dyru3l1dcs m.ay effeot their ability to make profitable
use of the various thera.pies.

Obviously, this includes informal teaching

of abnor:m.aJ. and normal psychology and the pS,,/chology of the pr!ysically
handicapped to the therapists.

study deals.

It is the .former funotion with which this

Testine ot these patients requires the use of brief, non-

performanoe teats.
Intellectual evaluation of the patient is most often needed for
vocational. counseling.

With a population such as this, the efforts of all

hospital ·staff are not directed tt) cure but to rehabilitation.

This includes

training in the use of musculature and in attention to bodily functioning

to which the physioally normal adult need pay no attention.

As an exrur.ple,

-3the spinal cord injury patient must learn to move his sitting or lying
position every few minutes.

If he does not, he is subjeot to decubiti

uloers whioh are difficult to oure. dangerous and iImtobU1zin,g..

The

physioally well indi.viduals make these movemEllts spontaneously because of
the sensations

ot disoom.:f'ort

(a oonsoious example 01' which is a leg falling

asleep) ot whioh they become aware.

taCking this sensory cue for involuntary

movement, the spinal cord injured patiEllt must make it a voluntary aotion.
This point is elaborated beoause it exemplified in one small .wa:y how totally
It is :Us<> related to the degree

new an adjustment the patient Must make.

ot physioal and psychological dist.ress whioh the lisyohologist m.u.st mini:mize
in his contact with these patients.

For man.y, even this readjustment is

minor to t.hat of voc;;:.tion31 Cll(\icG, .v:! tl.l whiciJ, of ;::ourse, the psychologist
may be of help.
t{ost of these men are not able

to l'et.urn to the same 1:".ind of work in

whioh they were engaged prior to injury.

of a. complete nature to prove this,

Ol1e

Although there are no statistios
gets the impression that the majority

of the patients are from a lower socio-eoonomio and aoadel1ric level.

seem to be "doers" rather than "thinkers".

Most

Their injUries are often

incurred while doing strenuous and!or dangerous physioal work.

Their

favorite recreation is otten active spor1is--fishing. hunting" sandlot baseball.

Obviously" they oannot return to these labors or enjoy these pleasuros

in the same way.
b3 developed.

New activities and new ,jobs must be found.

Iiew skills must

The ultimate goal of the hospitai is to re"i;um the patient to

the community and independent or semi-independent maintenance there.

-4l-tany

choose to attempt acadsnic training for a job-some on the high

school, some on the oollege, and even a few on the graduate level.

Intel-

lectual evaluation is necessary for counseling- about suoh a decision.
also in order ldth less academic types of training.

Many

It is

skilled labor

positions which are available to these men require at least average to high

average ability.' General estimates of intelligence are needed tor tho
purposes.

As

far as the administration is oonoerned, some assurance and

safeguard is needed to avoid the waste of expense of retraining.
imp~rtantJ

Ibre

however, it i8 important to avoid ari3' unnecessary damage to the

ego of these patients. More often than not, their sell' concept rests
heavily on their physical prowss and. other ecctema1 signs ot masculinity.
Having this, as well as their sexuality, ld.t.h all the implications this
holds for them, impaired or lost, many are inclined to regress to a passivedependent and cynical wq of life.

It takes a great deal of courage and

motivation for them to "step· out of the protective, nurturant hospital
environment.

Therefore, it is important to help them avoid "steppingQ in

the wrong direction, or tackl.ing too steep an asoent for their capabilities.
These desoriptions of the patients are "impressionistic" rather than
empirical or scientifio.
them.

Little psychological research has been done with

This may be partially due to the attitudes of the patients toward

such research.

In the present

participate even when they were

stu~

patients were extremely" unwilling to

r~sured

to tap personality charaoteristios.

tha.t the testing was not designed

There have been some systemat.ic

attempts at least at describing this type of patient.

Asch (196.3),

Mueller (1950), and Nickerson (1960) noted a greater incidence of

-5psychological problems among these patients.

This is not surprising in view

ot the severe physical damage and consequent linrl..tations which they

~erience

Each of the above studies reterred specifically to the cynicism, alooihess

and defensiveness of the VA spinal cord injury patients.

It is because of

these very characteristics that psychologists must use non-threatening and.
non-fatiguing tests of intelligence such as the one which this study deals
with.
"

As a group, these patients present barriers that must be overcome by

the psychologist.

The patients have several things against the psychologist.

First, he is a ·walker", a part of a different, old world which cannot

understand the life and feelings of the spinal co rd injured. Second, he is
a "head sbrinker" who may be able to sense some ot the fears and

CJ)

nflicts

Third, he is one of those who itwant to

they so energeticaJ..ly try to hide.

help" and to whom the patients often respond with resentment because they
need help an<l bave difficulty accepting it, or because the concept of "help"
is distorted to :mean "helpless".

Because of these phenomena, few of the

patients are seen in ind.1.vidual therapy.

The psychologists briefiy inter-

view new admissions, referrals from staff for special adjustment problems,

and those who are

l"'eady

to undergo educa.tional or 'VOcational rehabilitation.

In worldng with these men, the psyubologist otten feels he must be l1ke

those ·cares that infest the day, (and) fold their tents as the Arabs and
as silently steal away. If

(Longfellow-no publication date).

with the patients must be very brief.

His contacts

The patients w:Ul. often stay in the

office only a short time because of their own discomfort in faaing this
strange creature, the psychologist.

The feeling is intensified by the

knowledge that they 'Will be looked upon with some pity, wonder and concern
by their tellow patients who find out they were with the "head shrinkertt
for an hour or more.
intelligenoe testa.

One more reason for using very brief but valid
And the less psyehologioal it looks, the better it

serves its psychologioal purposel

The Quick Test meets both this need and

that ot being designed for the physically handioapped.
Iven w.here the patient is willing to expose himself to the psychologist,
standard tests are otten inappropria.te.

It.

large number of the patients are

quadriplegics and could not do the performance items on
WllS, or Revised Beta.
test involving

nD

SUQh

tests as the

It is 'With such physically handicapped people that a

movement, except a nod of the head, is very ,necessary.

other tests exist for this purpose (the Ammons Full-Range-Picture-Vooabu.lary
Test, the Van Alst,ne Picture Vocabulary Test, the ?ea;b,>ctr .Picture Vooabulary
Test, the Ravens Progressive Matrices).

None, however, can 'be administered

to adults in such a short time with such a high valid:lty. Since no test
of the validity has been made with tlUs kind of population, we should
rather sq that none of the others haVe as high a valid!ty as the authors
predict the QT wU1 have 1£ used with a popula.tion such as the spinal cord
injured, and

Witil

as acceptable a crtterion as the WAIS.

The qr authors

have predicted a validity coe.tfioient with the 14AI3 in the high .90's.

It

is surprising that none have already m.et this challenge with. a stud1' suoh
as this.
We might wonder if there are not vooabulat7 tests already available
which would be applicable to the quadriplegics.

Hunt (1948; 1949), Xi.wood

(1939) and $paohe (194.3) found acoeptable correlations for the Terman

...7vocabulary list used by itself.

These and many other studies justity the

use of vocabulary as aingle measures of intelligence.

In a book w.r1tten

primarily for screening in industry, l-1i.ner (1957) concluded that critics
had a bias against short form tests.

He reviewed several studies using only

vocabulat"1 tests and found oorrela.t1ons averaging in the high. 70 l s and low

.80' s.

These tests are, howeverI not as brief' or eas1ly administered as t11e

t;tt.
Another reason why' a val1dation study on an instrument such as the
Qr is importa."'lt may be found in oritioisms of Guertin.

He has taken to task

researchers in the use ot intelligence tests, especia.l1y the

to make new applioations of available instruments
the effioienoy of existing tests.

~1.thout

WAISt

for trying

first improving

An cample would be attempting to use the

WUS in organio differential diagnosis.

Before attempting such a task, he

believes it is wiser to increase validi.ty and rel1abUity of the existing
test by improVing such things as item selection.
agreement itdth such a point of view.
the part of the Ammons team.

This writer is in oomplete

The QT represents such an attempt on

At though the

qr is not a part of the mPV, it

was deSigned to be used as alternate forms of the FRPV (Ammons and &nrllons,

1962 ).

In meeting this requirement, the authors attempted to improve the

sooring, shorten the time for administration and extend the range of
applicability of the test.

We shall examine later how they attempted this

and how sucoessful they were.

The Ammons' Full Range Pioture Vocabulary Test (FR.PV), (1949; 1950)

has been

~ddely

adults.

Reports of validity with the normal. and handioapped have been

used vi th the physioally handioapped, both ohildren and

-8inconsistent, ranging from .hO (Schramm, 195.3) to the high .80 l s (Ho, 1963).
These inconsistencies may be a function of the criteria, the method ot

administration or the population being tested.

It is encouraging that mal\V

ot the authors agreed on the tests' usefulness with the physically handicapped, but superficial evaluation 'WOuld give the impression that is more
advantageous than some of the other tests used for this purpose.
be said of this in the next chapter.

More w:lll

The best way'to determine this in a

specific si tuationis obViously to try the test in that situation and make
an empirical judgment.
the authors.

In so doing,

'We

are following the recommendation of

Some have recommended the need for separate norms even mre

strongly (Kent, 1942) in pointing out that there are inter-hospital differences rather than mere inter-group differences, e.g. normals as opposed to
brain damaged or psychiatrio oases.

In 'View of this, it is wise to evaluate

the qr both as a new instrument, and as a modification of the FRPV for a

specific hospital setting.
Before oonoluding this section some predictions
about the validity of the QT.

m~

be formulated

First, a signif1cant and high correlation

will be expeoted between the QT and the WAlS, but the correlation will not

be as high as the authors ha.ve predioted.

Second, there should be no

significant differenoes between the means ot these two tests.

Third, there

should be no Significant difterenoes between the means on the alternate forms
of the

ctr. Fourth, the correlation 'Will be highest between the

q1. and the

vooabulary and picture completion subtetJts, the verbal scale and the full
aoale and the pertornwnoe scale, in that order.

No explanation is needed

tor the prediction of the correlation with vocabulary, since both tests are

-9:me&>"Urlng the same thing, although in a different 'itfay.

It is

~ected

that

the picture completion will be next highest because that test seems to require
a similar actiVity on the part of: the subject.
to the details of the pioture in order

In both tests, he must attend

to get the oorrect answer.

require familiarity v.1.th the objects in the piotures.

Both

Attention is required

of the individual. both at the time of responding to the pioture and at the
time of exposure to the actual objeat or situation.
Neither the QT nor the pioture oompletion subtest requires elaborate
verbalization.

Sinoe the vocabulary subtest correlates more highly with the

verbal scale than with either the perform,a;nce or the full scale, and sinoe
some of the studies with the FRPV have shown the samo relationship, it is
expected to hold true with the qr •.
Stated in terms of null hypotheses these predictions would be as
follows:
I

The correlation between the ctr and WilS is not significantly
different from zero.

II

There is no significant difference between the means of tl'E two
tests.

nr There is no significant dif"ference between the

means of the three

forms of the qr.
IV There is no signifioant difference between the correlations of the

voc abuJ..a.ry, pioture oompletion, verbal scale, full scale and
performance scale of the wArS and the QT.
ShoUld this QT prove useful with the paraplegics, it can be further
validated on the quadriplegics for whom it is especially functional.

We

-10would expect no intellectual difference between the

p~)raplegics

quadriplegics on the basis of their different injuries.

a."ld

Consequently,

validation with the quadriplegics would require only the verbal. scale of

the WAIS.

Given an adequate validity, the QT might al.so be used in many

of the research projects always being conducted in various VA hoffpi tals.
Such an instrmnent would be advantageous where intelligence is not the
main variable being studied, but where groups must be equated on intelligence,
for instance.

-11-

CHAPTER II
RRVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Research on Spinal Cord Injury Patients
It has already been mentioned that little research has been done on
the spinal cord injured.
quent~

The research whioh does appear is only intra-

of a rigid, scientifio nature.

In an unpublished report on spinal cord patients. among which were
included the sample used in this study. Asch (1963) found that they were
~y

younger than any of the other VA. patients studied.
educational aohiev..ent than the other patients.
with the normal population,

80

No comparison was .ade

it is unlcncnm how they compare to non-VA.,
aenoted that ~ of the patients on this

non-hospitali.ed individuals.
ward were problem dr1nlcers.

also had a higher

The proportion of problem drinkers in the

population at large i8 2.~.

!to definition of "problem drinkers" is given.

From personal experienoe on such a ward, it

probab~

indicates at least

frequent and intensive enough intake to create sign1ticant problellls for
the sWf in caring for the patient.

A. quiet drinker who would not be a

probl_ to others would not be

to be listed as a "problem drinker."

11ke~

although his alcoholic intake Il&T very well be the symptom of. or escape
from, outstanding persoDal probl..s.
Asch also noted a slightly higher but statistically insignificant
incidence of drug addiotion and suicide attempts among these patients
than

UlOng

the population at large.

"Psychological suicide" was even

-

..12-

more c01'll1OOn.

This refers to refusal to obsy medical orders pertaining

dirootly to the basic health of the patient, inadequate food and fluid
intake and refusal to cooperate in rehabi.litation.

These patients also

showed a higher incide,"lce of symptoms of emotiona.l frustration than a

normal popula.tion (certainly not an unexpected observationl) and more
dissatisfaction than other long term patie:nts.
from

The data vas obtained

ratings and questionaires ruled out both by patients and stafr

members working with

the~

Asoh commented on the dearth of psychological

studios on these patients.
Another of the revr studies dealing with para,.olegics reviewed the
studies prior to 1950 using psychological tests to evaluate spinal cord
injury patients.

il1ueller (1950) found that physical health and strength

wers thought to be necessary
these patient.s.
itJ.jury-.

£01"

confidenoe and accomplishment among

They generally did not accept their limtations and

Conflicts betw&;n their desires and inability to perform perraea.ted

their personalities and causeO strong feelings of' dependency.

They- were

also oharacterized by lack of emtiorl8l. oontrol, oynicism, and anxiety.
His study found that one of the most d:i.££icul t problems facing the hospital
staff was in getting the patients to coopera.te in their own rehabilitation.
Generally, this rehabUitation im'olved training in new skills as vell as

re-di.:rection and application of old skill:h

The study EmPhasized the

dif'ficulty in motivating 'lihe ;patients and helping them to
and plans reali;;rtically.

new

their future

Such an observa.tion enphasizes the need for

vocational evalut;,tion 'Which is convenient and non-threatening.

No in1'or-

lution was given on the r.i'llmber of patients involved in the project, the

-13S'f;>ooil'ic numbers with l.1hich they had S'Uceess, or their characteristics.
The latter are especially i:m:portant because it has been confirmed in a stud,y
of forty-e1@')lt para.plegics in a Bronx VA Hospital (Nickerson, 1960) that
patients who don It !'unction well ill society prior to disability make poor
adjustments to their injury.

It would be very useful to know whether spinal

cord injury patients are more llkely to come from these groups wo make a
poor adjust.ment to society's ex.peotn.tions.

One study which painted a rather

bright picture of the characteristics of these patients (;{anson, 19$0)
concluded by stating tha.t, uni'ortunately,their sample was not representative
of soinal cord injured patients in a VA hospital.

What little evidence is

available substantiates the impression of one who has worked w.i. th these

patients.

llone of these. studies made any comparison between short and long

term hospitalized patients.

Such information ,iQu1d be very helpful insofar

as there is evidence for deterioration in intellectual functioning with
prolonged hospitalization.

Currently there is someYJhat. of a controversy

over th.e effects of length of hospitalization on intellectual. performance.
Host of the controversy revolves around deterioration in schizophrenics.
Several authors (Hamlin, 1963; Rabin, 1955; Stotsk,.. 1952. and Trapp, 19.37)

reported deterioration in. vocabulary performance 'With increased hospitalization.

Others (Ginett, 1964; Rappaport, 1945) state that vocabul.ary

resists tIle e!feet of deterioration.

'rh.e .former presented results to verity

this, whereas the latter see.m.ed to be re.fel"ring to relative deterioration
of vocabulary in comparison to ott.'-ler areas of intellectual .functioning.
Payne (1960) attempted to e.xiJlain the app arent difference as related

to

ment.ll and rotor slowness and, sS';,ecially, lack of motivation of chronic
patients.

Similar comparisons have been zut.de wi tIt org<1rlic lJUtients.

Hamlin (1961) found a consistent tendency toward vocabulary detici t ",i.th

increased hosp1 talizat1on.

Capps (1939) had found some deterioration that

was reliably, but not TIlnrkedly.. related to length of hospitalization.
Ys-tes (1956) .. in revie",1.ng 186 studies of deterioration of vocabulaI'Y',
concluded that it declined in organics, epileptics and ~ (italics mine)
pc::tients hoSIJitalized for long periods of time.
used in this study were long term patients.

Many of the Sl'I patients

This is another reason for

validating the QT with these patients specifically, rather than assu."l1ing
the same Validity as that found for other hospitalized patients.

turn

noll

to an evaluation of the qr and other tests designed for

physically handicapped.

Let us
t~

-15NORMATIVE DATA ON THE QT
A complete description of the QT may be tound in Appendix F.
It has a1readT been stated that the QT was patterned after the FRW.
A skeletal description will be given ot that test and the standardization
procedures employed.

The tests are smiUar on both a descriptive level and

theoretiCAl basisrBoth fl • • • • get at a very fundamental behavioral process,
,
the visual-percep\tualrecognition ot basic ooncepts utilized in language,
ani, theretore. in a great deal

ot thinking.

Actually we seem to obtain

a kind ot response that is even basic to language i tselt t perhaps because
recognition vocabulary develops earlier than produotion vocabulary," (.Ammons
and Ammons, 1962).
tour drawings each.

The original test, the FRPV. consisted of 16 plates with
Atter a preliminary investigation that proved satis-

tactory. the authors went ahead with a complete standardization.

Using.589

children and adults, they controlled for age, sex, grade placement in school.
and own, husband's, or father's occupation.

statistios from the

The original work was based on

1940 census. but limited to a white population.

In developing the QT, the authors intended to reduce the number ot

plates and vocabulary items, and to obtain very sharply discriminating
items for use rlth these plates.
for use with the new test.

They also intended to provide a manual

Although the standardization procedures tor

the FRPV were reported in the journals, there was no single and separate
manual with all of the data.

Two stages were involved in meeting these ends.

First, the items were developed and selected for use with a small preliminary
population.

Seoond, the resulting test was administered to a representative

-16sample, using the same controls as \d th the

~'Iif'V.

'rna authors, 'With the assistance of an artist and several grou:;Js of
advanced graduate students in psychology" dev310ped several ,:iravt':"nGs and
listed as l1allY verbal concepts as they could c onceiva representing each of
the piotures.

Atta."llpts were made to keep the 'Words as concrete as possible

even at the higher levels, but this was only partially successful.
four dra-,Ungs subjectively chosen from the original

40

The

had the following

characteristics: each was as different from the other as possible; they
were the pero,optually richest of til) group; t.hey were of relatively equal
perceptual richness; and they, represented a 'Wide and equal range of interest
value.

F.i.ve judges then eliminated the wor<i.s \vhich were clearly ambiguous

and added some difficult itelns.

Then averages were obt,ained across the

judges and items.

In giving the instruotions to

t~le

preliminary group" the authors

warned against gueSSing, and gave oredi t for correct responses regardless
of whether the reason behind the answer lias right or wrong.

Subjects were

randomly selectGd troll! public sc};JOol o!as$t:,s.

They COllsisted of five boys

and five girls from killdergart!':'!'ll through grade

5,

seven boys and six girls

.from grade 6" and five boys and five girls from grade 1 through 12.
boys and five Girls were ;:!lao select,eel

froRl

the top 10% of -the 12th grade

as indioated by $00re3 on a group intelligence test.

of

143

Five

The group consisted

Sa.

The ,5a% passing point for boys and girls on each itan. was gr8.j,;he.<:4

W'ty items were retained for each form.

The criteria used 1-lere: (a) an

even spread of diffioulty level over the ""nole range; (b) s;>propri'Ste
J

-17- .'"
d1.fftcu.l t levels,; (0) extra items at the extremes to use in the instruction
and to test these ability levels; (d) balance of panel alternatives,;
(e) discriminative ability of itans for aU'ferent levels; (f) exclusion of
items showing appreciable sex differenoe.
The final standardization inoluded 23 Sa at each level from age 2

through 12th grade.
between

24

and

IndiViduals in their adult sample were required to be

45 years. Their age, as well

was controlled directly.

as that of presohool children,

The age of the sobaol ohildren chosen was judged

appropriate for that grade by school authorities.

The authors state that

there was an inoreasing spread of ages with increaSing grade level, so that
at, the upper grades tbere was sometimes a range of three years.

clear why this should be so at the upper grades only_
specify an ace for a given grade, this should remain
.J..3

It is un-

If the authorities
Q)

natant, unless there

a piling at the \lPpergrades of students who have failed.

If this is the

case, the control for age at these levels 'WOuld be inadequate.
quotas were controlled on the basis of the 19$0 census.

Occupational

The agrea1lent with

th5..s census is qUite olose with exceptions which the authors themse1 ves
reooenize.

There were not enough oraftsmen, foremen, uno, opera-t.ives,whereas

there 'tiGre a few too many service workers and laborers.

Complete data. on

the' peroentages may be found in the manual (Almnons and Ammons, 1962).

110

geographical control Has employed.
In add! tion to the final sample just desoribed, there 'tITera 10 males

and 10 fenlales from the t".elfth grade_

These students scored in the upper

10% for high school students on a group intelligence test.

Ten males and 10

females Were selected from an undergraduate group on the basiS of their

scoring above the 90th peroentile on the Ohio State PS)'Gho1ogioal &camination.
Suoh a small number ot superior students tor normative data wuld tend to
leave the value of the instrument at higher levels in question.

The distrib-

ution ot means and medians were skewed to the low soores tor the adult sample.
Both IQs and percentile norms were presented after the raw soore distributions
l{ere normalized.

From the oumulative frequenoy obtained, IQ values were

established on the basis of standard score units equaling 15 IQ points.
Correction values were given for adults over 45 because of Wechsler' s (1958)
data on dealine with age in verbal item soores.

Raw saore means for each of

the standardization groups are presented (Ammons and Ammons, 1962) p. 124).
Although the progression of scores is generally in the expected direction)
there are some notable exoeptions.

These appear in Table 1.
Table 1

Selected Means and Standard Deviations for

R

10m 1

!D

M

Form 2

!D

-

---

--

--

11.94
37.47

4.86
3.58

38.38
38.16

4.19
3.49

j.58

32.51

li.25

Grade 9
Grade 10

35.03
35.73

3.21
4.02

a----

11

38.16
37.96

4.06
3.96

12

~D

li.92

33.>5
33.21

Grade
Grade

Form 3

M

33.25
32.73

a:rade1
Grade 8

2.82

ctr Forms

32.42

3.04

3.53

a When the M and S do not appear, the differenoe is greater and in the
eEPeoted direction.

,-

-19As can be serm from this table" the scores for grades 7 and 8; and

11 and 12" are the opposite of what would be expected.

The authors do not

present information on the significance of differences for either means or
standard deviations.

Although the differenoes arc in the expected direction

on form 1 for 9th and 10th graders, theY' are quito small.
The means for the superior high school, college, and g3l1eral adult
groups have a larger difference. and for the superior groups a smaller

standard deviation.

This is not surprising sinoe the difference between a

homogeneous group of 7th and 8th grades would be expected to be less than
that between superior groups at two more chronologioally and acadElTIioally
remote levels.

However, the fact that there are these discrepanoies at

the grade levels raises doubts as to the adequacY' of the item selection.
One of the important criteria. used was the ability to d.1soriminate between
the groups.

These results, if sup:_:orted by tests of signii'icanc6, might show

discrimin.ative ability, but in the ilrong directionl

Consequently, the

reliability of the test at these levels would be lowred.
The authors state that they retained ambiguous it_8 (those which
could a.pply' to either of two picturelJ) merely beca.use they did differentiate
statistically well bet-vreen aaadenrl.c levels.

We

would wonder if' any ot these

pi.ctures were important at. these Levels just mentioned.
~ oups

do not differ in the expected

items would be meaningless.
results.

directio~,l,

Insofar as the

this norm for retaining the

There is no common sense explanation for these

We would not expect 7th graders to have a better vocabulary than

8th graders, or 11th graders better thHn 12th graders.

A glance at Table 2

'Will show that the reliability for 8th graders is, in tact, lower than most

of the other standardization groups.

We cannot tell what it is for the

11t.h and 12th graders beoause the rel1abUi ty estimate is not reported

for this single group but rather for the total grade school sample.

It can

be seen :from these results th;)t the assumption of bomoscedast.1city is not
m.et.

The standard errors of ra.w test soores are:

,2.45 tor one form; 3.66

for two forms oombined; and, 4.61 for three forms.

Theae estimates are less

for lower levels and more for higher levels.
The authors report both direct and indirect indioes ot reliability.
Table 2 presents all the direct studies with intormation on the sample and
method of obtaining the estimate.

Indirect indications of QT reliability

are found in Table 3 which summarizes direct studies of va.lidity.

All of

these correlations used qr raw scores.
Table 2
Summary of Direct Studies ot

ctt

ReliabiliV

from Amnons and Ammons (1962)

leliah1lity

N

latimat.e
Preschool-age group fbr J'RPV
restan.d.ardiHtion (Ammons &
Ammons, in press)

40

qr standardization, representatiTe U.s. white children, equal
numbers at OAS 2,3,4
qr standardization, represent&tiTe U.S. white 4-yr. olds

.61
Pred10tedH 2-.torm .76
Predicted )-fo1"m
.82

Hean 1nterf'orm*

Mean intertorm

Predicted 2-fol'Dl
Predioted .3-fo1'll1
23

Mean lnterform
.Predioted 2-form
Predicted .3-form
(Table oontinued on net page)

.78
.88
.92

-21Table 2 (continued)

~T standardization, rwpresentative U.S. white 8th graders

23

qr standardization, random sample trom levels CA 2 throu~h

100

Mean intertorm

Predicted 2-f'orm
Predicted 3-torm

.66
.79
.8S

Mean

intertorm
Predicted 2-form
Predicted .3-form.

.96
.98
.98

Mean intertorm
Predicted 2-form
Predicted3-torm

.86

Kindergarten children, restricted 65
range, private schools (Burgess,
1959)

Mean intertorm
Predicted 2-torm
Predicted 3-torm

.73

All 7th graders in one Hissoula
public school (Burgess &. Wright J

Mean intertorm
Pre4icted 2-torm
Predioted 3-torm

12th grade
QT standardization, representative U.S. white adults, CA 25-43

90

53

1962)

<If special supplenentary group,
superior high school seniors
restricted range

20

0.'1 special supplementary group,
superior college atudents,
restricted range

20

.:i2

.95
.d5
.89

.60

.7$
.81

.60

Mean interform
Predicted 2-torm
Predicted .3-form

.75
.81

Mean intertorm
Predicted 2-form
Predioted ,3-torm

.66
.79
.85

* Using

F.1.sher t s z transformation
estimates ot 2-torm and J-torm reliability use the mean intertorm
estimate and the Speaman-Brow torm:ula.

** All

Reterence to Ta.ble 2 shows that the test ls, indeed, reliable tor
screening large groups and less so for more homogeneous groups and finer
distinctions.

T his is usually the case 'With a:ny reliability estimate.

What is especiallY' interesting, howeverI is that the mean inter-torm relis.bU1ty 1s also lower tor the studies by Burgess, and Burgess and Wrigl&.

The authors aaphasize the tact that ":.helr reliabUity estimates are not tor
the original item selection

stu~,

but for what would ord1narll.7 be a second,

cro'"s validation stud;y, the study oonducted to obtain norms.
mean that t.he shrinkage that 'WOuld be expected

tn cross

This would

Validation has

already' taken place and is reflected in their reliability estimates (Ammons

and Ammons, 1962, P. 123).
Yet, the shrinkage does ap;;eaJ.' itl the non-standardization studies.

It

is possible tha.t this is entirely a function of the restrioted range- kindergarten ohildren and 7th graders -

of these 3tudies.

Un

tile

other

hand, this phenol'llQ,non is one of the mysteries that plagues all test conSome of the tactors that contribute to it have belm adequately

structors.
understood.

othej..'s !laTe not been entirely agreed. upon.

Gould it be with

tests as 1t ls w:L th therapy" that success is highly related to the therapists
belief' in both the precNs and the partioular method used, and that when
non-'beli....ers evaluate the results ot d1.ff'erent groups, they obtain less

convincing results? The empirioal. evidence tor or against, such a poss1b11it1
will bave to await more reliab11ity studies.
A S'W'lm\ary

ot

the valid!ty estimates appears in Table

J. Aga.1n, these

are based on raw scores. Most ot thftae est1m.ates, with the exception of
those !rom the study by Burgess and Wright (1962) used the FRPV as a
criterion.

It can be seen that it one fom of the qr is to be used, Ibrm 2

seems to be the one ot cholce. W1th the raPV as a
adequate as a. meaSure of intelligence

adult population.

lacldng.

ente:r1on,

the Qf 1s

tor. bot.h the pre-school ages and the

Validity estimates for the grade sohool range are JlOtably

The results tor 20 superior college students are lower than tho ••

-23Table 3
Sunaal7 ot Direct Studies of

ctr Validit)'

trom Ammons and Ammons (1962)

Valid! ty Sample

Method

Preschool-age group tor FRPV
restandardization (Ammons &
Ammons, in press)

ctr standardization, white
adults, representative of U. S.
non-tam population.

qr special suppleaentar,y group,

**

Validity Estimate

Forma 1,2,3, separate17 with FRPV
Forms A and B combined
FOrnls 1 +zt3 with FRPV (A+B)
80

Forms 1,2,3, separatel), with
ronn A ot FRPV
Fonns 1,2,3, separatel), with
Form B
FRPV
Form. 1+zt3 with FRPV (A*B)

or

20

superior college students,
restricted range

.89, .90, .85
(.92, .93, .89)*
.93, .90, .85

(.97, .93, .89)*
.95

Forma 1(2,3, separate17 with FRPV
(A+B)

Form 1+2+3 with FRPV (A +B)

Same group, tour scores missing 16

Form 1+2+3 with Ohio State percentiles

.62

All 7th graders in one Missoula 46
public school less 7 testees with
incom.plete sets of scores (Burgess
& Wright, 1962)

Form 1 with school grades in:
social studies, reading, apel.l1ng
Form 2 with school grades in:
arJ. thmetic, social studies, reading, spelling

.33, .45, .43
.30 and .29, .46
and .48, .41 and

.49, .49

-24Table 3 (continued)

Fom 3 with school grad_ in;
English, reading, spelling
Form 1+2+3 with school grades in;
social studies, reading, spelling
Form 1 with Iowa Tests of Basic
Sld.lls: vocabular,r, readi.'1g, language, work-stlldy, arithraetic, total
Form 2 with the same

:Form 3 with the same

.81, .34 and .44
.51 and .39
.38 and .43, .'39

.54, .52
.47, .44, .35, .32

and

.59, .56, .32,
.44, .38, .54

.52, .47, .37, .58
.13 (n.s.), .45

.63, .58, .41, .'39
.36, .57

*
**

corrected for unreliability of criterion Q'IJ directed calculated for this group
p greater than .05 unless otherwise noted.

-2$for the other tlit> groups.
USe.t'ulneS3

ot the

Insofar

&8

the authors recognize the l1mited

.F.R11ll 'With such a group, the lowered validity est1mate

obtained hEsl'e may just as well be a £unotion of the criterion as of the Qt.
How-ever, for the same group, exGluding four subjects, and using the Ohio

State percentiles as criteria, the validity estimate is muoh lower -

.62.

Orol1bach (1960) considers the Ohio test to be an unusually accurate

predictor of -grades in college, often ld th validity eo effioients in the .60s.
The QT is "lit.tin that range, despite the very small N.

The crucial question in discussing the validity of the Ammons and
Ammons group,

li~

L:! the adequacy of the oriterion measure, the

my.

In their summary of the manual, the authors state that the validity for the
QT iil high with suoh

enten a

and Ammons, 1962, p. 147).

as the Stanford Binet and the Wechslers (Ammons

The manual, howaver, does not contain any

studies whioh oompare these instruments to the r::tr.

It

lrtq

be that they are

referring to studies eomp:'ll'ing the .F1tfV to the former instruments.

Al though

roost of the studies to which they refer report adequate reliability and

vtlidity, there are others which they do not report, (Allen, 1954; A.d.ler,

1956; Grossberg, 1964) lJhich

ShOlv

much lower correlations.

The authors do

not present only the favorable results, since they do include one study by

3chra;;mll (1954) which

re~JOrted

lower correlations.

The signi.ficance of these

scores is dind.nisiloo if thoy are the Oli:!.y deviant on(;)s as opposed to bEl ing
part of a group of deviant results.

The point beIng made is triZ,t the F1tJ:V

may not be as adequate a oriterion as the autllors enthusiastically state.
Before going on to studies which are not paI't of the llonnative data prooented
by the authors themselves, let us oonclude with some criticisms from their

manual.

The authors state that the1 did not control for geograph1c locatlon

beca.use previous work with the FRPV had indica.ted that such control was very
likely not important.

Th81 do not 01 t8 the source, but may have been

referring to the study with an American Indian popula.tion (Condell, 1959).
Although the correlation with the Binet was adequate, that with the
performance scale of the WISO was certainly not.
what effect urban and rnral

residencf~

It is difficult to say

ldght have on the familiarity of

subjects with specifio concepts 11ke Ufoliage, Il "irrigation, tt ftfertUe, It
"freshet, It "tines."

These words l1ere l"etdned on the basis of 50% pa.ssing

by those at a. predioted intelligence level with occupation, education, etc.,
as a reference.

The possih:!llty of local background having a. significant

effect on the k1nds of words pa.ssed is especially true when there are only 10
males and females a.s a sample for each adult level, as here.

Oorreot answers do not appear to be consistent with common usage and
d.ictionar.r definition of ""me wrds.

lor eJ(;ample, on form 2, the correct

answer for the word "precipitation" is picture 1 which contains a cloud in
one corner.

Evidently, the standardizatior. $ubjrots chose this

considered this cloud to be a rain· oloud.

be()fiUSe

On the other hand, picture

they'

4

could just as appropriately' be chosen because it contains a falling object.
This picture most accurately fits the diotionary def':inition,

On form

3,

there is a picture of a wrestling match tn whioh one contestant 1s obviously
w.1.nning, and also a picture of one '\'loman consoling another who is orying.

The correct response for the word "pacify" i5 the first picture .... the
wrestlers.

Again, corm'lon usage zpd dictionary def'ini tion would suggest the

other picture mentioned.

The objections to these observations 'WOuld probably

-27oenter on the very fact thut they are observations.

Even when scientific

investigation indicates phenomona opposed to COJU."llOn exper-lence, that fact
alone does not prove the aocuracy of the soienti:fic results.
involve a probable error.
meaningless in the pa.st.

Signi£icant correlations have been found to be
Therefore, it would seem that such results would

have to be explained by the investigators.
can't.

All statistics

14aybe they can, and maybe they

Having made these observations, horlover, this writer would question

the probability of obtaining as high a validity estimate as the authors report
The authors (Ammons and Ammons, 1962, P. 130) refer to the fact that
there is a high correlation between the QT and FRPV.

further, they note

that the l"'Rf'V has adequate correlations with other, longer tests of
intelligence.

They oonclude that the qr will, therefore, correlate highly

with the same measures.
not be as high.

Some correlations -would be expected, but it need

This woul.d depend on what would acoOlmt tor thE: variance

of the three tests.
Elsewhere (2)
say:

It . . . .

the authors make a rather oonfusing statement.

They

our correlations of QT scores .dth other criteria are under-

estiluates to the e);tent that there are (1) real practice effects in taking
the single QT forms and (2) interactions between sequences and individuals,
since orders of admInistration of the three torms were systernatically
counterbalanced. tt
to this reader.

The latter part ot the statement is not clear, at least
It seam.s that they are saying that either or both the

counterbala'1cing .and the mere experience of -~aking three si."'llilar tests would

(2) Ammons and Amnons, 1962, p. 131.

-28lower th.e reliability.

This would depend on whether thE means were lower

or higher than those on the oriteria.

Furthermore, the effeots of practioe would seem to be signifiaant
only where practice affects one of the primary functions being tested.

An

example would be the increase in speed on the block design subtest of the
WAI$.

Ev'8n with different designs than those first used, the testee may

improve his soore simply by increasing his speed because of developing more
efficient trial and error techniques.

That this improvement 1s not thought

to be outstanding is evidenoed by the fact thnt it is more standard procedure
to use a1 temate forms of the Wechsler Bel.J.evue or one torm in comparison to
the simUar subtest on the WArS in order to eliminate practioe effects.

However, it would se8ll1 that practice on a vocabulary recognition test
would do no MOre than eliminate extraneous factors such as anxiety, which
might lower both the reliability and the validity.

On subsequent forms of a

test J the anxiety resulting from the subject t III unfamiliarity with the test
and its requirements, \lOuld be expected to diminish.

It is a common

observation that subjects are more anxious at t.he beginning ot most tests,
u..'Il1ess the tests become progressively more difficult.

The 1I101"e suoh

determinants of the subject's response can be eliminated, the better the test
measures intelligence.
other direot indications of validity than those presented by the

authors, are .from studies by Burgess (1959) and Burgess and Wright (1962).
These vUl be presented in some more detail.

In the first of these, each of

the three forms were administered to an entire ldndergarten enrollment,

consisting of 35 boys and 30 girls.

The means for the forms were 17.86,

-29l7.4J and 18J1 however, they had significantly different varim:lces (.01 level
of significance using Bartlett';; test) 'tdth most of the differences being on
lorn III (2.99; 2.90, and 4.13 respectiv",ly).

Oorrelations betw"een the fonns

1<Tere as follows: l-li .62; l-III .75; II-III .81.

;3trlctl.y speaking, the

forms were not equivale..nt, altllOliCh the differences are not great.

'rhis

3tUdy suffers from the lind tation of not havlllg counterbalanced the order of
presentation of forms.

Furthermore, the examiners w'sre 19 college students

enrolled in a special course in ohild psychology.
training in the use of the test.

Though this is probably sufficient for

training with the instrument itself, i t
yO\L~

group (OA 5-2 to 6-11).

They had had 3 hours

1ll~

not be when applied to such a

Establishing rapport in a test situation is

much more difficult with such young children than with older children or
adults.

\~ith

It would be help£ul to know how long the examiners had been in the

class and what other experience they had

.~i th

testing children.

In a later study by Burgess and \mght (1962) the first of the limitat/ions mentioned above was eliminated.

They did randomly vary the order

of presentation with a group of 27 boys and 27 girls in seventh grade.
students had previously been given the Iowa Tests of Basic Sldlls.

The

The

examiners were undergraduate majors in ela:l1enta:cy education with 10 hours
of training w'i.th the qr.

The subjects of this study were highDr than the

norm on both the QT and the Iowa.
were around 15.

OAs· ranged .from 12-1 to 13-9 and l'tAs

This is probably accounted for by the fact that the sohool

was in a higher status section of the oity.

Intercorrelations for the forms

were somewhat lower for this group, than for the former: 1-11 .64; 1-111 .59;
II-In

.56.

In this group, the highest correlation is between foms I and II

-30They w nsider the

whereas this had been the lowest in the other .:rou;p.

correlations conservative because they are based on single forms rather than
combinations, "Hhich Ammons and Ammons (1962) had suggested.

In follord.ng

the sUg,::estion of Guilford (1954. p. 374) for estimutine the reliability
of combination of forms that

m~et

the criteria for parallel forma as defined

by Gulliksen and Wilkes, they found that the tc3ta did not meet the criteria

(p more than .05) because of a difference in means.
quite small: 3h.7; 34.1; 3$.2.

This difference is

Because of this, the authors applied the

Spearman Brown formula which yielded an estima.te of reliability of .79 for
the 3 forms instead of the

.56

aatu~lly

obtained.

Correlations with grades ranged from .12 to .81 with half of them
significant at the

.05

level.

The highest were 'With grades in reading

and the lowest with grades in arithmetic.

They ranged from .1.3 to .63

and all but one were significant, at least at the .05 level, and several
at the .01 level.

Correlations with grades, ranging from .16 to

.49 also

showed. greater agl"'eement between QT and reading, which is, of course,
highly correlated with voe abulary.
Although they do not present the datu, the authors state they made
itl3ll difficulty estimates.

The results indleated relatively appropriate

placement, with the present group answering accurately with a range of

55% to 94%. They state that althow;h some of the items rrd.ght be inappropriately placed, e.G. foliage, terrain,

jet~, ~~ch

appropriately be made only with a heterogeneous group.

a judgment can
Some of these

differences may be due to looal conditions, but this does not appear to be
the case

~_th

others, e.g. transom and freshet.

-.31Both the differenoe in mean soores and the variability of item
difficui ty can be appropriately handled by lllodii'ying the norms for partioular
populations.

This fltUdy is to be cOHllnended because of the sophisticated

st:::tti3ticru. manru"r of examining their data, as well as the objective tone
'\;;ith which they report and interpret their results.

The fact that this study

shelied sigrdficant differences in means rather than variances as in the

previous study again highlights thIS need to establish separate norms.

It also

indicates that the difficul ty lies ,,11th Form III since this one differed
first in the variance and secondly in the means.

lQo other studies have as yet been published on the
have several in progress and some in prInt.

,,1:.

The authors

It may be that s;)me of these

differences will be clarified or eliminated :in the forthcoming work.

Let us

tum now to an examination of the history of s...1.ort form :tntelligl:mce tests
such as the QT.

-32Related Studies with Short Form IQ Tests
Several approaches have been used to devise short intelligence tests for
general usage as well as for specific groups such as the physically handicapped.

We shall deal first with those for general usage.

These studies

exemplify both the use of an abbreviated and a vocabulary test at the same
time.

The greater majority of short IQ tests are based on measures of

vocabulary'f,aa the best single estimate of general intelligence.

These

studies generally support the belief that short vocabulary tests can be
reliably used for the purpose.
Quite some time ago, Cronbach (1942) surveyed the literature and
concluded that more valid instruments for increasing vocabulary were needed.
Some have devised new tests.

An example of this was the work done by Hunt

for screening in the Armed Service.

With the General Classifioation Test

as a oriterion, and using fifteen items from the Terman vocabulary list,
he obtained correlations ot .80 for .528 naval recruits (1948);

.61 for

44.5. and .67 for 487 (1949).
Ea~h

ot these groups is sufficientl3r large to lead us to believe that

he would have a low standard error tor these correlations.
in proportion to the number in the sample.

Yet they rise

Elwood (1939) found a correla-

tion of .98 between the whole vocabulary list and the MA (Mental Age)of the
Stanford Binet with 1161 schoolohildren.

Spache (1943), using subjeots

under four years and two months of age, obtained a corrLlation of .91 between
the vocabulary am MA.

It is difficult to oOntpare the last two studies

with those of Hunt because of the different ages of the subjects and the

-33different oriteria used.

The part-whole oorrelations tor the Binet would

be expeoted to be higher.

Miner (1957) also dealt with the problems of short torm tests in
comparison to the longer standard tests.

He says that many investigators

have expressed considerable doubt about the possibility- of aohieving adequate reliability- and validity with an instrument oomposed of a small
number ot items.

Yet, in reviewing twenty- studies, he reported an average

oorrelation in the low .80 I S for long vooabulary tests, suoh as the subtei'lt
f ... the Weohsler Bellevue (WE). iiAIS or stantord Binet.

In a later .t.udy

(1961). he obtained a oorrelation of .75 using Gullickson's correotion form
for a restricted semple for his modifioation of Thorndike's IER test con.
siating of only twenty items.

Such a correlation was deemed suffioient by-

him, espeo1.all.y in view ot the fact that the oorrelations are comparatla
to those between the general measures themselves.

It should be pointed

out that the study just referred to was undertaken in answer to the
oritioism that his original data, not using the full WB or SB as oriteria,
am involving a small 8fU1Ple, left the interpretation ot his correlations
in doubt.

In the or1giaal wo.ric, he had obtained these correlations bettf8en

his test and part of
AGeT.

i

t~

verbal soale ot the WE, the OAVD. the Otis and

Using the same test with a larger sample Lorge (1957). fCiund

similar correlations -- .70 and .77 tor torms A and B

reslectiv.~

and similarly ooncluded that these correlations were suftioient.
Without being primaril;r oonoerned with saving of time,
Raven (1936) had some time ago expressed the need for

-34te3t 'tvhioh 'WOuld not rely heavily on eduoational background or on physioal
Presumably, the vocabulary tests would be greatly affected by the

ability.

former.

For this reason, they developed the Raven's Progressive Matrioes

(1941) which has been frequently- used with the physically handicapped.
(1949) obtained a correlat.ion much lower than Raven had claimed.
children, he obtained correlations of

Mer

With 296

.56 with the Simplex Junior In'telligenoe

Test,; less than .50 with educational tests; and .413 lor boys zd .36 for
girls with the I-1'111 Hill test.
oriterion.

Raven had obtained .57 with the last

(We shall find this oonsistent inoonsistenoy of validities

reported by vru:1.ous authors).

lilao using ohUdren as subjects, t~a.rtin (1954)

obtained correlations of .91; .84; and .d3 between the Colored Progressive
~fatrices and 1<""3, V, and P respectively on the WIOO.

Anastasi (1954) considered

a study done by Tracht "iIr-i t,h 17 oerebral palsied children as promise 0:£ the

instrument's usetulness wlth such a popula.tion, especially because of its
high ceiling.

Richardson and Kobler (1955) obtained correlations in the

sixties between the Raven's and FRPV.

However, they considered the FRPV to

be a better instrument tor testing Cllts (cerebral pBl$ied indiViduals).

In his review of researoh on the WAIS, Guertin reported correlations for
'the Raven' s from .72 to .40 for men between ages 60 and 79.
a degree of physical impalrment in the upper age ranges.

One can assume

While the Raven's

is not a vocabulary test, it does not, require much time for administration
and it is suitable for tne llandicapped.
and advantages lat;er, when

,,113

Reference will be made to its value

cOr.!p3l'e it with the vocabulnI"".r tests.

In

concluding this reference to it, attention might be [>aid to a serious
criticisrn raised by Holden (1956).

He questioned its use with C.Ps because

of its dependence on visual form perception.
Another test that has been used with the physioally handicapped is the
Q·fi'rs.

It oan be used -w-ith ohildren up to early adolescence.

Anastasi (1954)

reported a median Qorrolation of • 77 with Stanfol'd Binet IQ I s.

(1956) noted an eleven point overestimation of IQ
children 'With the 3B as a criterion.

33% diff'erenoe on the Leiter scale.

fOI'

over SO~

Gallagher

ot the older

In the same study, he poibted out a

The latter underestimated IQ in the

lower age renge.

The Leitar and the Porteus l{aze required new norms and method of
administra.tion for OF I s.

The examiner had to move the objects for the child.

Anastasi, (19$4) criticised the studies using these :instrumenta with CPs

because a recomputation of the data in terms of IQ showed. a low and insignifioant correla.tion with the 513.
A. major! tT of the tests designed specifically- for quick evaluation or

for >vork with the

p~ioally

us turn now to these.

boandioapped. are pioture voca.bulary tests.

Let

The Picture Vocabulary Testa
The Van Alstyne
'the Van .Alstyne (1929) is probably the oldest picture vocabular:r test
designed to be used as an estimate of general intelligence.
ed in 1929 by the World Book Co.

It was develop-

in cooperation with Dorothey Van

Alat)'n&.

It bas been revised since that time, and now has completel;y different
pictures.

'!'he test was standardized on a restricted range-pre-schoo1 to

second grade.

Yet, it can be usod to estimate the mental ability of children

between J4A 2 to MA 1.

There is only one form" consisting ot 60 plates, each

\V!th separate black and white cartoon-like drawings.

The child mst indicate

bY' gesture ftther than verbal comment which of the It pictures best illustrates
the meaning of

8.

given word.

Odd nu.nbers are presented first and then even

!lUlIi)ers. The.t1nal score is the total con-act of odd and even it. . combined..
Halt of the words are from the original list and halt have been added
from Rinsland's A Basic Vocabula17 of E1emen!!!7 School Children (1916).

Evidently the items were chosen on the basis of order of
ease of picturing, and part of speech.

treqUe1lC;Y

ot usage,

For the three incorrect piotures, an

attempt was made to employ the following criteria. at least one word. ot frequency equal to that of the test word) at least one word assooiated 1d.th the
test word in reall1te situationSI and at least one word with the initial
sound similar to that of the test word.
The number ot correct responses is corrverted into an II! equivalent by
use

or a

table.. and. IQts can be derived by the familiar formula..

Mental age

-37equivalents were obtained by the equipercentile method.

Binet and group

intelligence test data were used in determining a single set ot :MAequivalenta tor the Van Alstyne raw soores.

The manual does not present percent-

ages ot individuals passing at eaeh age or an item analysis- both serious
oversights.
Using the Revised Stanford-Binet, Form. L (1937) as a criterion yielded
values of .68 and .69 for CA groups 4-0 to 4-11 (N • 90) and $-0 to ,-11
(N

=106).

These correlations compared Van Alstyne raw scores to Binet MAs.

Correlations with Van Alstyne IQs were somewhat diff'erent for the same
groups-.71 and .60 respectively.

Split-half'raw score reliabilities were

.8$ and .76 for the younger and older groups respeotively.

As is later

pointed out (Vaochione, 1963), this may not be high enough to discriminate
between these close groups.
Only two studies were found to evaluate this instrument.

The first

(Dunne and Harley, 19$9) will be presented in more detail later, because it
compares this test wi tl'l

otb~r

picture vocabulary tests to be discussed.

Using 10 boys and 10 girls with cerebral palsy, the authors compared their
scores on the CMMS, PPVT, FRPV and Van Alstyne to teacher's ratings on reading and ari. thmetic achievement.

These ratings were made by teachers who were

qui te familiar with all of' the children.
ratings was the final criterion used.

Apparently, the concensus of

The subjects ranged f'rom 7.0 to 16-2

with a mean of 11.0 and an 3D of 34.35 months.

The fact that the range ex-

ceeds that for which the manual presents norms is somewhat problematical.

Dunn and Harley state that the test was designed for MAs between 2 and $
years, and that there are extrapolations for CA 2.1 to 10.5. This is not

-38oonsistent with what was found in the manual by this author.

It is unknown

whether they make these statements on the basis of knowledge of other
studies.

If suoh is the ease, references are lacking in their bibliography.

Correlations with teacher ratings were above .00" but they were higher for
arithmetio than for reading" sur'J?risingly.

Correlations of the pioture

vocabulary tests with the 01-1118 were also in the .80s.

Ss obtained lower

HAs on the Van .Alstyne and Columbia. than on the other tests.

This was

attributed to insufficient ceiling for these tests for older CPs ..
Vacchiane (1963) has given a much more extensive study and evaluation
of the little used Van Alstyne test.

He criticized the test for not meeting

the criteria for item selection which the authors proposed.

Acoording to

him.. i terns were not al.ways as specific as the words they were to depiot, and

there was some disagreement about the intended interpretation of the altemate
choice piotures.

He also oonsidered the rel1abil1tyestimates too low.

In

order to reaoh wilat he considered a satisfactory reliability of .90 with a
standardization age group of $-0 to $-11 it would have to be lengthened 2.7
times..

With suoh a reliability for this group, there wo1lld still be one

chance in twelve that two individuals .. one. scoring at the 75th percentile,
and one at the 50th, wuld reverse their relative positions on subsequent
administrations.
He attempted to ascertain lthather the VanAlstyne -.uld be used in
place of the Stanford-Binet in determining reading readiness tor presohoo1ers.

To do this I he ovrnpared the 1~ on the Vtm llstyne and SB oj;' ltl,

5 yoo:r old oonsecutive applioants to two independent 8Ohoo1s. The average IQ
on the Van JUst;vne was

4.3 points higher than the average 3D

I~

D.Ltterenoes

....39ranged

t~

-19 to

,,)0

points for individual children.

Thus, both the means

and the variance of the two testa were significantly difterent.

Whether or

not these results would be obtained with other popula.tions would depend on
both the reliab1l1t1'

ot ea.ch and the correlation betwen them.

1'h. group of children selected tor this study was considered representative of those entering the agency at which the author worked.
was based on oompar:l.sons

as well as the $ .

ot mean

age and IQ

rus

judgment

on the Goodenough Draw A Man Test

Consequently, the Van Alstyne vas judged adequate tor

general placement purposes in the Btlreau.

Ex:aminers should be aware, however,

that tor both this group and the or1ginal standardization group, the Van
Alstyne standard deviations would be olose to 21 IQ points whereas the SB
lIiOuld be nearer

14.

On the average, the further the Binet scores are above

the mean.. the more the observed d1tterenoes w:Ul tend to be higher on the
Van Alstyne.

The opposite would occur for B1net IQs below the mean on the

national standardization sample.
Vaoohione has appropr1ately criticized the inadequacy of the V_
Alstyne JI8'1ual..
population.

He has also reported helpful data tor an

~ly

lbr1ted

He is to be ooDD1Ultllded both tor the: thoroughness of his statisti-

oal treatment and tor the interpretation of his results in tams that 1I1Ould
be meaningful to those people who wuld make decisions on the basis of Van

Alstyne results.

Iiawl:J'v'er, if all vere to be as cautious as he in using testa

with rel.1abUiUes below
choose in

til.

.90.

there 'WOuld be fw instruments from which to

practical situation.

All tha.t can be said for the Van Alstyne is that it is very limited in
its applicability and sufters from inadequate cross validation even within

-hoAlthftgh certaiD agencies may be using the instrument El'lt'benaiTe-

tbat range.

17, little int.matieD i. available in the psychological jeumale en the
empirical value ef it.
testiq

e~

The test 18s been a stimulus tor a new appreach in

general iDtell1gence.

As is usually' the case with such a teet,

ita glarlng deficiencies aleng with its imaginative innovations 8tilll1late
others to emplo,. the latter and impreve the rormer.
'!'he Immediate Teat
Several other instruments have taken the Van Alst,ne lead and, untortunately suttered the same lack ot adaptation by psychemetricians in genOne or these is the Immediate Test (Corsini, 19$0).

eral.

Altheugh it is a

shen form Tecabulal'7 teat, it is apparently not a picture vocabularr test,
so 1t dees require verbalizatien en the part or S.

It is an orally a.dm1nie-

terad verbal intelligence test consisting ot one form which may be admiDistereel 1D t1",e mizmtes.
and

l2S.

'!'he teat is recommended tor a.dults with IQs between

However, the standardization empleyed .nly male prisoners.

test contains 66 words grouped into 11 sections.

1S

The

F.ach section corresponds

to • "meDtal year" from 10 through 20. The soere is the number or words belew the baAl level plus these correctly defined by S.

Raw scores _,. be

cOllYerted to MA or IQ by use or tables presented with the test.
is ne key for scoring,

DlUst apparently decide if the subject mews the

'fest-retest reliability is reported a.t .90.

wrd.
otis,

11;

'l'e~n

Since there

CQrrelations with the

vocabulary and Wecheler-Belleveue range from

.77 to 91. These

results were obtained from 12 samples :ranging !rem ;0 to 300 Sa.
'!'he ain

hh3-b).

en tics

of the inatru.ment are to be tound in Bures (19$3, p.

»Oppelt aevere17 criticized the author ter the inadequacy et hi,

-41manual.

No percent passing at different J4A. levels are presented.

A jeurD&l.

article oi ted. as a referenoe reported a confusing picture of different
difficu1tyanalyees.

One of the standardization groups oontained 108 Se at

8 JIA leYela. Deppelt oensidered this t. be to.
mere, it wa_ not clear what

entena were

standarct deviations are reported.

ffff'l

at each level.

used ror each level..

FUrther-

No mean or

Deppe1t recommended that the correlation

ooefficients sheu1d not be accepted without fUrther ver:t.r.teation on other
ptJpUlations for whom the

J(

and SD are reported.

He takes Corsini to task on other aspects of the test.

F.i.rst of all,

he disagrees with the rationale that vocabulary i tams are less affected by
culture, as Corsini proposed.

This is especially true since the list in-

oludea nrda like ttborshttt and tt fid. tt

Secondly, the manual warns against

intreduoing or referring to the instrument as a test.

Yet, this word is

printed on top or the list of words which the S uses.

Another inconsistency

liea in the fact that the manual describes the test as " •• a laboratory
technique requiring proper administration procedures." and, yet, uses a
subjective scoring system.

In concluding his scathing commentary, Deppelt

states that he finds nothing in the manual which would justify confidence
Ed ther in the MA or IQ obtainoo from the test.
In the same s ..urea (Bures, 19$3), Mensh was also at a loss for positive
statements about the test.

He pointed out that unlike many brief tests,

this one is not an abbreviation from a more complete parent test.

Conse-

quently, there is no previous data available on which t. judge its merits.
Application to other populations met rely on an accumulation of evidence
for valid! ty and reliability.

Such evidence is non-existent.· llansh alae

-42disagreed. with Cond.ni's statement that the test can be administered by' untrained individuals.

He apecif10aUy p.ints cmt the dangers of such

indiv1dual's not recognizing the lim1tations or brief measures sampling a
s1ngl.e area or mental 1'unctioning.
It is _re than 8Ill"'prising to this writer that any conscientious p.,...
cholog1st or educater trained in the use or psychometrics would make IJIlch a
suggestion.

The fruit or such behavior is the bitter controversy being

_ged currently s.bout psychological tests in schools and industry such as the

.te1'91& Co. Rather than enter into an extended cr! ticism listing all the
dangers or an attitude such as Corsini's, suffice it to say that there is
II ttle if any evidence to reoemmend the instrument as an adequately standardized one applicable te many p.-pulations.

As one more bit of evidence ror

this point of view, consider only the fact that

th~

standardization popula-

tie consisted or only male prisenersl
The Dem1n1en Quick Scorins Vocabulary Test
Another vocabulary test wbich is not often heard of is the Dominion
Quick Scoring Vocabulary test.

It comes from Ontario, Canada and is an

addition to the series or Reading Tests published by the Department ef Ed.ucation and Research.
complete manual.

To date, there is only a preliminary and somell'lhat in-

The test is a multiple choice, speed test requiring that

the subject read the words.

No pictures are involved.

five to 10 minutes

are usually necessary ror instructions and examples, and exactly 20 minutes
ror taking the teat.

'.l"w forms are available, each containing 90 iteD'l8

arranged in a compact format permitting easy administration and scoring.
can be admirrl.stered ind1'rldnally or to greups.

it

The student selects hem S

-43choices the _ret whioh best matches the test word..

He answers by t1l.l1ng

in witit • penoU, a. i . dene on the &PI answer .heet, ter example.

.r

loth rorms .1' the test were given in 19S6 te students from all parts
Ontario and all kinds or sehoels.

The number or students in the grades en

which the test was standardized were as rollo,,"u 9-2, 639J 10-1, 872J 11-1,
~~OJ

12-1,

434, 13-1, 133.

Percentile norms are presented ror the different

grade levels based on the early part of' the sohool year.

The authers present

oomparable ferm reliability estimates for the ~ grades (with 1,
ranging from .89 to .92.

lfest of the estimates were around .92.

'Whetle grwp, the reliability was

474 sa,)
Per the

.94.

They' present no information in the prelimina.ry editien en validity,

item selection and item diffioulty.

Such information may be available to

the school distriots using the test, but it is unfortunate that it i8 not
available for mere extensive evaluatien and applioation.

At least they aro

t. be OOllllllended ror the breadth er their standardization population.

It

wuld be very important ror them to present validity and reliability estimates ror separate sehool populations, hewever.

In Ontario, probablJ'mere

than in any of the states in the U.S., there is likely t. be a culturally
mere heterogeneous population.

Some areas are Frenoh, others Fnglish, and

still others, mere or less Canadian.

By Canadian is meant peeple whose

families have been in the oountry fer more than a generation, regardless of

place of erig.i.n. Because of the more lenient immigration laws, there is a
oonstant influx or oi tizens from many of the Fhropea.n countries.

This wwld

make the standardization of a vocabulary test there, a 'Very difficult task.

In any- event, these limitations pertain t. the use of the test in Canada.

In

its present stage or d.evelopment, it could not be easily extrapelated. te ..
pepulation wi thin the states.

Because or this and the tact that it 1s usable

only' with children and adolescents l i t can be summarily dismissed as an

immediate petential fer testing pbyaically' handicapped adults here.
The Quick Word. Test
Mdently the inadequacies of the Immediate Test (Corsini, 19S1) ...n
became apparent to the author.

He and 'Borgotta (1960) have constructed a

new test which impreves upen the earlier ene.
is presented and the authors give more

or a

Mere complete normative data

rationale for this type test.

They .tate that. "Intelligence tests of the greup, 'Verbal type measure

capac! t,. in culturally trained skills or basic mental abili t,., plus training
and experience.

PracticallyI they serve as good sources or information about

an individual's academic potential.

Regardless of arguments tbat the)" de not

separate out basic faotors or mental ability, they de serve as use1\11 indioaters or relative ability to do particular kinds of symbolic work."
are tlm.s in agreement with the _jori ty of psychometrioians

wn.

They'

consider the

understanding of the meaning or words to be the best single indicator

.r

mental ability.
Their test might easily be oon1\1800 with the QT with which this studT

is eoncerned.
Test.

The names are similar--this one being called the Quick Word

It is .. selt administering, power test, contained on one page and can

be done by u.st bigh sch.ol students and adults in 8 to 10 minutes.

AJ.l

t.gether there are 100 items en 6 general rerms, plus a rorm for superior

college students and post graduates, and 2 overlapping junior torms tor retarded greups.

The word8 are arranged in blocks ot

S.

The first word in

-45each bleck 18 or m1n1lDW1l difficulty.
than the last.

The .first bleck is no more difficult

Such a rormat is supposed to maintain the S's interest, te

the end and previde a convenient form for scoring since no matter hew many
an indiv1dn&l doee, his score is the percentage or werds gotten correctly.
F.rem a staDdard dictionary, the authors chese 1,700 words or

letters.

After eliminating peculiar words, 1,200 remained.

It or S

liWtlrth and 8th

term high scheel students and superior college students were tested with
these wrds.

Lewer grades had been used to determine the relative dirficult7

or the combinations, and the high criterion group had been used to determine
the valid! ty of the discrimination or the grouping.
Requirements ror item selection are listed below.

to do better than 4th term.
the lower quarter.

This left

700 wrds.

mighth term students had

The top quarter or these terms did better than

College stUdents did better than high school students.

The degree or response to correct answers by the col1f>.ge population substantially exceeded chance.

Fach of the alternate answers produced. ror the

1ewer quarter or the 4th term H.S.. students at least a minimum or responses.
Althcintgh the authors do not spell it out, it can be assumed .f'rom the
previous criteria that the test is multiple choice.

Such incomplete report-

ing 1s evident throughout the article and \-n1l be more dramatiCally evidenced
shortlY.

Among the simpler oversights, is a failure to explain whether there

are 100 i tema per torm, or 100 distributed throughout all the rorms.
n.rmati ve data were obtained rrom "tw- generally well distributed
pepulationlll".

The first was from the New Jersey Rerormatory and contained 9S

male Sill ranging in age f.rem 16 to 30.
rest J~.

Sixty-three percent were wbi te &ad the

JI'1rty percent were intellectual17 average or better, 30% were

duU-rutrmal and

2~

borderline or moron.

Central. Prison in Raleigh.
and SD or

The second group was frem the

There were 130 male Ss with a mean age

9.7. For the Bordenteren sample the con-alation

Achievement Test

-8

.8S and

'With the Kuhl.Jnan...A.Ddenon

or 29.9

wi.th the

stanford

.78. Apparently, the

authers attempt te justifY the sigmf'lcanee or these figures by stating that
the stanford Achievement correlates with the lCnhlman at the same level Fer the Raleigh sample, the correlation with the Beta _s

.114.

.8S.

Correlation

ot halt ot the Qnick Word Test with the Wide Range Achievement Test _ •• 80.
Correlations with spelling subtest were higher than with arl thmetic.
test reliability -.s well ever

Cross

.90, and. reliability tor 1/2 was in that area.

Having read this infermation, one leaves it with more frustrating questions
than lmawersZ

The teat was also given to 2 groups or B.S. girls, but we are left
wondering as

to the numbers in these groups. Correlations with the Califor-

nia Shillrt P8rm Test ranged f'.rom

.S'3 to .80. The authors felt that in view

the l'estricted var.l.ance, these correlations were substantial.
th18 "study" were B.S. sophomores.
given to junior college students.
and C were used.

or

The girls in

As a reliability check, the test was
Only the high diffioulty and FGrms A, B,

The gl'OUp oonsisted or 89 Ss, mean age 2S'.9, 60% male.

Correlation with the high difficulty rorm was lower than those ror the general tests.

The range was .61 to .90 and was bimodal with the peaks being

either around .65 or

.8S. The high diffioulty rorm shned a higher correla-

tion with age than did the other forms.

Despite these facts, the authors

-

cencludecl that this form " ••• my have qualities that will (emphasis mine)
ake it particularly' useful ror the study or brilliant and high achievement

-.47gl"C:n.lPS • ft

In another study' by the same authors ~ they at least improved on the
original wrk by comp!lrlng their instrument to the WAlS.
only males - 15 - with a restricted range.

l'fean VIAlS I(,J was 94.1 with an

SO of 12.1& Mean age was 25.6 with an SD of 9.3.

signifioanoe, but 1t would seem that the
striotly speaid.ng, parallel.
18.1 to 21.1.

.80 to .8.5.
!"rom

4 forms

They do not report tests of

of their test were not,

Means ranged !'ro:n )1.6 to

Correlations with the verbal scale

'tieI'e

.53.6

and SDs from

quite .high ... .front

As usual, the relation with per!'omance scales was lower -

.53 to 62. Ml scale correlations ranged

being with Form A.

.from

.15

to

.84, the highest

:bst of the 1ntercorrelations between forms were .93.

Similar inter-soale correlations for the WllS
these.

Again they used

wel"<:3: high but

not as high as

This is not at all surprising in view of the nature of the different

instruments.

If V and P correlated equally \dth FS duplication of item or

funotion being tested could be expected, as is obviously the purpose with the

different forms of the QW'T. The authors conoluded by saying that the QWr
correlates simi.larly

to

the WArS as the WAIS does with the other more

oomprehensive intelligence test" the stantord Binet.

1'hia second. study is much more promisi."1g than the origirial QCU1IUIU....

report,

It is possible that the authors used better test construction

techniques than they reported in the study"

The inc> D'l,.-oleteness of

:!.!"':u~a.

tion on the population number, ages, previous occupation, and item dU'ficulty

is outstanding,

Apparently, the test is adequate for the limited male"

prison population on which theT use it.

EvidentlyI many psychometriCians whc

are interested in developing a. test tor a specific popul.ation with which the

-h8thellll8elves mat deal, rorget that complete normative data is necessa1".f tel"
.thers to ake a realistic evaluation of the instrument.

Such professionals,

if one can judge by the tests just reviewed .ror specific populations, become

too iDV'Olved in their cnm practical needs to contribute

adequate~

te the

general body ot acientif1c knowledge on short form IQ tests.
The Pea~ Picture VooabUlarz Test
The test abeut to be discussed, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
(pm), is another ot the vocabulary tests using picture stimuli.

It was

des1gl'led later than the FRPV, and is being presented at this point because
it is more limited in applicability and has not been subjected to as extensive
an evaluation as the FRPV.
The pm (Dunn, 1959) was constructed to maximize the probability or

adequately measuring children's comprehension of the spoken word, as well as
their ability to associate a verbal symbol with its pictorial representation.
It purports to measure MAs as low as 1..-9 and as high as 18.0.
age norms go belew 1-9.

It consists of 150 plates, each composed .r

pictures arranged in order

.r ascending

difficulty.

.rall,. a st1.l!ll.1us word, i.e. "Shew me arrow."
ability to produce intelligible speech.
and B or the test.
plate.

or 6

4

The examiner prov:l.des

No child is penalized tor in-

One set or plates serves as liltrm A

Fer each form only one stimulus word is illustrated. b,. a

The S 18 tested f"rom a basal age or 8 cerrect responses to a ceiling

errors in 8 consecutive responses.

Age, standard Bcere and percentile

nerma are provided, based en a standardization popUlation et
ranging

li!x:trapelated.

aCNSS

the tull spectrum. of intellect.

4,012

children,

Because the er1ginal -.mal

was net available.. ne cemplete presentation and evalu.atien at the nermative

'.

study oan be made.

In a descr.lpt1cm of the test

(Dunn.

1959), the autmr
He

makes an interesting and provoeattv. statement about the normative. dat.a.
st.ates that correlationtl of his teet with other IQ
of reasoning and not which is the better ot the

In one of the first

stud~.es

children, Dunn and Harley (1959)

C)

t~ata

involve!) circularity

te~ts..

appl11ng the test to oerebral palsied
mpared it to the Ven Alstyne, CMMS and

The tests are s1!!l11ar 1n design, being on rectangular plates of

1RPV.

piotures each.

AU are power tests measuring bearing TOoabu1arr

vel'bal int.elligence.

None require verbal response.

4

and/or

The revised OMHS 1s

somewhat d1.tferent from the other tests in that it does not measure audito17
oomprehension, but the ability to determine which word does not belong nth
othen.

The first halt ot this teat <leds vi th sinqJle things J.1ke oolors

and geometric toms,. but the second halt requires subtle diff~ntiatlon

It 1$ designed for ehildt-en 3 to 12
\
norms from .3-5 to l3-ll. Ttl$1". i:l only one torm.
relationships.

!M

s~ud;y

ot

,.e.ars of age and has MA

involved 10 boys and 10 girl. witb different degrees of

impairment, ranging 1n age :f'rom 7-1 to 16-2. Mean age vas 11...0 with an aD of

34.35 JOOntbs. Subjects and examiners were oounteMalance<i. three teachers
who knew all Ss were askc.d to rank them on reading and arithmetio.

It was

predicted that the ct\lfi:1S t.rould. correlate more highlY' with arithmetio than
wit.lt readillg achievement .. and "i:.hat the vocClbulary tests would oorrelate

more highly with reading than with

arithr~t1a :~ohie'Ven1ent.

It has alread,1

been atated that this did not occur.
Correlations based on the Spearm.en-Brvwn rank order teclmique we"
quite high, probably in part bea.ana6 of the wide age range.

Teacher ratin,

...so..
interaorrele.tions \Tere all above .80, but they ,rare higher for ar1tr.metic
t~um

reading.

ThE; picture vocabulary tests correlated ill the ViCinity of

.80 "k1.th the Cf'fi'13.

Mean FRPV scores H-ere significantly higher than those

on tllE: CI!;MS a'ld Vap lU3tyn.~.;.

scores wel"e consistently

Form A of tb.e FRPV was the h:1.ahest.

lOT;j'er

than FRPV.

Alternate

PPV'l' was .97. whereas that for the lRPV was only ,,86.

studies on the Pf'V'f '1.'BZY be found. in Table 4.

fOl~

PPVT

reliability for the

A summary of the

The PPVT relia.bUity is BimUlI"

to that obta1.ned. by Noms, Ibt,te:t and Brooks (1960) who found the differenoes
for normal 5th graders to be so small that there was no doubt of the equiv-

alence of the foms,

Dunn and Brooks (1960) obtained only. 76 tdth a group

of 1)0 educable m.entally retarded children, ranging in age from 7 to 16
years,,' 1'b1s is the lowest reliability re'}orte<i for the teat.

It is sur-

prising insofar as the U tor this group is larger than that for several. of the
other studies whioh found greater reliability.. (see Table

4).

In another article by Dunn anc! ibttel (1961), an attempt was made to
obtain validity ooe.fficients both from another test, the levi$ed Stanford
Binet, and from an extraneous criteria, teaohers· rat1.ngs on writing and

reading aohievilf1ient.

The study inVolved 220 traiuable ohUdren.

!1nfor-

tunately.. the result.s of the PM' were available to the teachers who iaade
the ratinga.

It is d1ff'ieul t to sq how much contamination of rating mq

have resulted t:rom. this fact.

raUng scale.

1~6

teachers also had to use a. rather orude

The predictive validity of the

.pm,

(\Irltini .48; reading

.39) was found to be loww tor these language arts than tho predictive
validity ot the SB (writing

.60,

reading

.51).

Because ot the crude rat1ng

scale and the maac- aooompllshmenta ot the Sa in language art aohiev--.nt,

Table 4
Studies on the PPVT

Author
Dunn and
Harley
(1959

Subjects
10 boys; 10 girls,
all cerebral palsi
CA-11.0, So-)4.35
mos. Range, 7-1 to
16-2

Purpose
Evaluate the comparability of CMt'.tS,
FRPV. and Van Alstyne

Dunn and
Brooks
(1960)

130 educable mental.l.y re tal'ded
children from 7
to 16 years

Determine intertorm
reliability

Intel'form .76

Norris,
Hottel,
Brooks
(1960)

60 5th grade pupils of average IQ

Compare differences
under group and individual administration

Intertorm differences were
negligable

Kimbrell

62 educable mental
defectives

Determine validity
for use with mental
defectives

WISC V

N==107, :retarded
adults

Determine validity
for :retarded adults

WArS

V .66 (raw)
p .42 (raw)
FS .64 (l'aw).61(IQ)

N=69, retarded
adults

"

SB

.69

Tobias
and
Gorelick
(1961)

"

Criteria
3 teachers t I
ratings on
:reading and
arithmetic

P
FS

Reliabilitl
FRPV al tema te
form .86
PPVT altemate
form .97

Validity
Arl thmetic .80+4
Spearman rank
order technique
Reading .80-

.43
not significant

.33

a Where plus or minus signs are used. the exact figures are not pres~ted. Plus or
nus :refers to
higher or lower numerals within a given range. For example, .80- == .82, whe:reas .80+ == .83 •• 84, .85.etc
(Table continued on next page)
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Table 4 (continued)

Tobias
and
Gorelick
(1961)
(cent)
Dunn and

Hottel
(1961)

N-1OS retarded
adults

"

"

Porteus Maze

.008

Unspecified

It

"

Wide Range Reading Achievement

• 52(raw)

220 trainable mentally retarded
children in dq
class in Tennessee

Detennine reliability and validity

Himme1stein and
Hemdon
(1962)

I.e emotionally dis- Determine validity
turbeu children, age with emotionally
disturbed children
range 6-2 to 14-8
mean CA .., 10.64
~ Form A used

Reger
(1962)

Teacher ratin.gs
ot reading achievement
writing
SB MA

.39
.48
.66

V IQ
p IQ
FS IQ

.64
.52
.62

25 boys in residual
program. Age 9-9
to 14-6

WISC 17 IO
Compare Wide Range
P ..(~
achievement test,
IQ
F5
Metropolitan Achievement Test and W1:3C

.60
.55
.60

Budott

46 institutional-

and

ized mental detectives

Det.ermine validity
tor use "dth mental
detectives

Purse-

f10ve
1963)

-52-

~r:Lc;c

SB Form L
Form 1M

Alternate
Form
• 80s

.45 to .80
.45 to .80

the authors felt that broad generalizations would be suspect.
In the same study, the authors attempted to verify the placement of
items in terms of appropriate difficulty level.

The order difficulty _s

essentially the same as for the standardization population.
Important information on the stability of both reliability and validity
of this tl!st was obtained by Budoff and ,Purseglova (1963).
of the PPV'1' and Fbrm L and LM of the SE 'With

Using both forms

46 institutionalized retardates,

they found a significantly different validity for the low as opposed to high
FbI' the latter, the validity estimate was only .16 whereas

grade defectives.

for the former and for the whole group, it was above .80.

The authors con-

cluded that the PPVT _s not adequate for high grade defectives.
It this is consistently true of the test, lower validity for relatively
normal subjects should be found.

Two of the studies reported (Himelstein

and Hemdon, 1962; Reger .. 1962) dealt 'With such a population.

H1melstein

and Hemdon attempted to replicate a study by Kimbrell (1960) using the

msc

as a criterion.

He had found a significant but low correlation between the

WISC and PPVT.

Sixty-two educable mental defectives of a restricted age and

IQ range were used.
respectively.

Correlations 'With the verbal and F5 were .43 and .33

Results for the performance scale were nonsignificant.

Himelstein and Hemdon wondered if the same relationship would obtain with
emotionally disturbed children.

Although they were not normal, they approach-

ed normality on the basis of not having any known intellectual impairment.

As .. matter of tact, mean vn:sc FS IQ indicated that they were in the normal
range, though moderately low (mean - ~.33; range 63-135).
in age trom6-2 to

14-8.

The 42 Se ranged.

It can be seen that they are a rather heterogeneous

group.

.As a _tter of fa.ct, using only Fbrm A of the

corre~tions

pm,

than either Kimbrell or Budoff and Purseglove.

with the verbal soalHs were

they found higher
Oorrelations

.64; performanoe .52 and FS .62. The PPV'I' had a.

signi.f1oantly (p. is more than .01) higher mean and SD than the WIBC.
The authors emphasized. the faot that with the standard error of estimate found here, the I'gTSC would be within approximately 11 points of the
predioted value 2/3 of the time.

They interpret the oorrelations cautiously

and oonoede that the study does not invalidate the PPV'I', particularly in the
areas of oonstruot and prediotive validity.

Moed, Wright and :Byron (1963)

were later to state that the PPVT had greater concurrent validity than the
FRPV, although it was more difficult.

Using the data of this study, the

only oonclusion that can be drawn is that the WISO and the PPV'l' measure
something in oommon to some degree.

It oannot be Said, of oourse, from the

design used, whioh is better or worse.

The authors are again cautious (but

realistic) when they say that more researoh is needed to determine the unique
oontribution of the PPV'l' to the assessment of IQ.
The other study dealing with a relatively normal population was done by
Reger (1962).

His sample of 25 boys in residential sohool was more narrow

in age (9-9 to 14-6) and in IQ (71-109).

Despite this, he again obtained.

higher correlations than Budaff and Purseg!ove (1963).
significant, were as follows:

V-

.60, P - .55J

present means or SDs of the two tests.
ministered first.

The correlations. aU

and FS -

.60. He does not

FUrthermore, the WISO was alwa,... ad-

No levels of signifioance are reported.

The least one can say i8 that this test does not show oonsistent lower
validity with individuals approaching normal intelligence.

'1'h1a question

could be Answered defini ti vely by mach larger studies than those reported so
.far.

It would require many subjects representing a 'Wide age range.

FUrther-

more, these subjects would have to be seleoted on the basis of a broad range
of IQ as determined by one of the more adequately and (tompletely standardised
tests such as the WArS or SB.
So far, all the studies reviewed have pertained to children.
they- were mental defectives.

Generally

One study has been done on adults, but they,

too, were defectives. Tobias and Gorelick (1961) report validity estimates
on

4 groups

of adults using different criteria measures for each.

group consisted of 107 adults.
were.

V-

.66.

P -

.la, and

The first

Correlations between PPVT raw scores and WArS

liS IQ

.64.

correlation was somewhat smaller - .61.

Using IQ transformations, the FS
As had been found previously

(Himelstein and Herndan, 1962) I the mean PPVT IQ was higher than the WAXS.
The difference was fairly large --6.3 points (.001 level of significance).
Sixty;-one percent of the subjects had higher PPVT IQs than ViAlS.

Complete

data on the intelligence, age and sex of the Ss are not presented, unfor-

tunately.
The second group of 69 SS was tested vvi th the SB because they fell
below testable levels on the WAlS (IQ range -

17 to 52 with a mean of 36.4).

The PP\7'l" mamal does not have raw score trelnsformations for such a retarded
population, therefore raw scores were compared to IQs on the SB.

Virtually

the same relationship was found with the SB as with the WATS in the previous
groups.

Correlation between the two tests was .69, and again there was a

sign1f'1cant difference between means with the PPVT being higher.

The con-

clusion was that the PPVT and SB overlap in nmction but do not correspond

perfect17~

The ahorter test ovel'-rates retarded adults.

And, one might add,

it alao tends to oye:r-rate retarded children (Himelste1n and Hemdon, 1962).
Th~ third

for the ppv'l:'.

group of 108 Ss - s given the Porteus Maae as a criterion

This instrument was chosen because of its potential usefUlness

in the rehabilitation of the retarded.

It bad been reported to m.easure

Itplan.tul.l.ness" and correlate highly with competitive employment.
relation of the

pm

with the .ze was only .088.

The OOl'-

It would seem, then, that

vooabula17 has no relationship to employability for retarded adults.

The

authors do not elaborate on this point, but their conclusion seems unwarranted.

Before mald.ng such a statement, it would be wiser to correlate a vocab-

ula17 test directly rather than make inferences about indireot indices
correlations.

They do not know what kind of employment was involved.

A

correlation between the Porteus 1llfaze and jobs requiring manual skills would
be expected.

The same test need not correlate with simple maintenance jobs.

Although the authors conclusion may be warranted, they do not deal with it
extensively enough to warrant carte blanche acceptance of it.
We do not know how large a group the last one was.
trainees who fell wi thin seorable levels of the WAlS..

It consisted of

The authors were

interested in determining the predict! va validity of the PPVT and WArS for
determining reading ability.
had asked

It will be recalled that Dunn and Hottel (1961)

3 teachers to make a crude rating of reading aohievement.

study, the authors used the reading seale of theWRA.

FOr this

Correlations between

reading and PPV'l:' was .52, oonsiderably higher than the .39 obtained. with
teacher ratings.

As a matter of fact, the PPVT was a better predictor than

the WAIS, whose correlation with reading was only

.40.

-51In concltX!ing these series of stUdies, Tobias and Gorelick make the
following statements.

"The PPV'l' systematically tends to ovel\-rateboth the

MA and IQ of retarded adults.

It is hypothesized that vooabula1'7 skills of

retardates _y continue to mature beyond that of other intellectual factors
measurect by existing instruments."

They also speculate that 'YOC&bulary

performance may be affected. by continued residence in the community for those
who are higher level and noninstitutionalized.

In a SUlIIIII.rY comment on this test one may conclude many things.

First

of all, the work that has been done so far would not warrant use of the
instrument with normal adults.
is stin only weak

e'V1d~.nce

Even in its application to children, there

of its validity.

It is uncertain why the test

has been so limited to use with mental defectives.

This does not seem to

have been the specific purpose of the author, although he does refer to its
potential usefulness with trainable defectives.

It would be helpful if the

designer were to specify his intention if he were oonstructing the test
solely or p:rimarlly for retardates.

In suoh a situation, the bulk of later

research oould limit its endeavor to completely exploring the testts value
with the specific group.

Only after this is done, would it be wise to ex-

tent'! the evaluation to different groups.

As a matter of fact, the studies

on this test have been almost limited to retardates.

'Whether this is acoiden-

tal or a reeu!t of the fact that most of the investigators have been in some
personal oontact with Dunn is unknown.

The latter may well be the case.

Incidentally, the largest number of the stUdies have been oo-authored by
Dunn. - He has limited himself to retardate populations.

The second comment that can be made is that many of the studies suffer

-58the same inadequacies as those reviewed on the previous tests.
tion information is often lacld.ng.
trolled.

Order of presentation is not always con-

Statistical lists aren tt always specified.

arentt always presented.

Basic popula-

Levels of signitlcanse

Rxperimenta11st's enthusiasm to obtain reliability

and validity coefficients would be better tempered by a more obsessivecompulsive attention to the details of getting such information.

It is

somewhat fashionable in evaluating psychological stUdies to be picayune about
criticisms.

This is partially a result of the fact that minute details are

often important in final results.

It is also a consequence of the training

psychologists get in graduate school.

One must always have at his fingertips

the 11 ttle errors which others have made in their publications.

Lest this

behavioral tendency or professional bias be overoperative here, let it be
said that the test does have definite merl t for work with trainable children.
Dunn and his associates may be lauded for not being satisfied with their
original standardization and normative work.

Their Omissions, however, are

worth noting.
In previous sections of this paper, criticisms have been made ot the
choice of criteria tests.
strument.

The same criticisms can't be made of this in-

It is true that the authors have often chosen instruments other

than the Binet or Wechslers.

However, with a population of defectives, this

choice may be easily justified.
were to be used for.

This would depend on what the IQ estimates

It information on relationship to the general popula-

tion is desired, the longer, individual tests would be better criteria.

If,

on the other hand, the IQ estimate is to be used for mald.ng practical decisions on the treatment or placement of the ohildren, then academic criteria

-59or teacher ratings may be more appropriate.
query "valid for what?"

We are dealing with the old

Such a question warrants careful consider8.tion be-

fore designing a standardization study.

It can ba too easy to assume that

what one wants is merely a briefer Binet or \':echsler.

This is a leg! timate

goal, but not the only one.
One more closing comment.

One may wonder what use has been made of

studies such as those just reviewed.

Are they merely grist for the mill of

later library and experimental researchers?

Do the test users interpret

their results with a grain of salt because of varying rellabilityand valieti ty reports?

Do they repress the inconsistencies and look upon the possibil-

i ty of invalid rasul ts in a single use of the test as the unhappy, but
inevi table. lot of man?

Or do those using the test attempt to utilise the

available information by readjusting the norms or restandardization on their
own population.

This second step following investigation is seldom taken.

At least none of these studies attempted to readjust the norms.

One is

again reminded of Guertin's (1962) simple but very important criticisms that
there is not enough endeavor to imProve existing instruments.
These criticisms have dealt only with the reports as written and the
test as used.

Nothing has been said yet about the test in relationship to

the purpose for which it is being reviewed-as a potential for use with the
ph7s1cally handicapped.
children.

Some of the studies dealt with cerebral palsied

Others may have employed the same kind of population and olas81-

fied them. under the general heading of retardates.

usable with the phy'sically handicapped.

The test certainly is

In terms of the st1mulu8 material

ancl method, ldth no regard to validity or reliabillty, it is

as

adequate as

-60the QT.

However, as has already been mentioned, the

pm

bas not yet proven

adequate for use with an intellectually normal adult population.

Therefore,

it is only a partial competitor with the QT, and none at all in a VA hospi tal setting.
The Full Ranse Picture Vocabularz Test
Let us turn now to the best known and most extensively used picture
vocabular,y test, the FRPV.

The method of test construction and standardiza-

tion was basically the same as that for the QT.

Since this has already been

described, we shall not elaborate the details of design and procedure, but
only the results of the various steps and studies.

A summary of the norma-

tive studies by Ammons and Associates ms.y be found in Table

S.

None of the short forms of the Binet or Wechsler Bellevue which showed
high validity and. which were being used in the late

all populations.

40's met the needs of

If they covered the range from infancy to adulthood, they

required reading, writing or oral production.

Considering vocabulary the

best single indicator of IQ, Ammons and Ammons decided to pattern a vocabulary test after that of Van Alstyne.

The primary intention was to design an

instrument which lacked the disadvantages mentioned above.

This was done in

several steps by one or another of the Ammon's family and co-workers.
The .first of these was by Ammons and Hath (1949) and involved the
development of a preliminary scale.

After pictures were selected they were

presented to $2 Ss, all white, with 2 boys and 2 girls from each primary and
secondary grade.

The stUdents were selected by their teachers as being

average, and this

'll&S

1&

list of the $B.

later confirmed by IQ scores estimated from the vocabuThis sin le scale indicated a

rou

mean of

with an

Table 5
FRPV Normative Studies

Author

Subjects

Purpose

Criteria

Select i teas for
scale. Begin validation

SB Vocabu-

Ammons am
Huth I (1949)

.52 5s. 2 boys, 2

Ammons an::!
RachieUe II

589 white Americans Selection of items

girls from kindergarten - 12th grade

Validity

.96

Rellabili ty
.950dd-even

lary

Ages 2-34

for final scale

120 white Americans
Ages 2-5.
boys.
t girls

Determine reliabillty
for pre-school chi1dren

sa

48 white children,
2 boys and. 2 girls
from each grade

To develop alternate
forms of the test

Items coosen on basis of per
cent passing and relation to
SB IQ

(1950)
Ammons aM
Holl1es III

(1949)
AmDlOns, Arnold. and
Hermann

t

IV (1950)

360 children, 15
boys and 15 girls
tl"Oll1 each grade

SE Vocabulary

Develop norms for
test

~83

I
I

.93 Interform

(Form E)

Odd-even fo r
groups ranged
from .. 50 to

.99

~edian

I:

_81

Full Range

.98
.67 (Form A)
.69 (Form B)
lalternated
lMedian of .80

Table continued on next page)
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.85 (Form A)

=*

Table 5 (continued)

Immons, Larson and
Shearn V

120 Ss, 18 to 34
Both sexes, based
on 1940 census

to adult population

"

Ammons and
Hanahan VI

71 rural children
ages 6-17

Establish NB norms
tor a rural. popu-

SB Vocab.

Ammons and
Aguero VII
(1950)

so

App17 Huth's items

bilingual Span- Establish noms for
ish American school a Spanish-American
age chUdren
population

WAIS Voeab.
WB Vocab.

..

..

..

SB Vocab.

.85
.86 Form A
.85 Form B

.93 Alternate Fom

.ss Form

B

.92 Alternate Form

.85 Form A
.82 Form B

.83 AlterDate Form.

.85 Fom

A

--63SD ot 18.

The subjects may have been within the normal rather than the high

average range, as indicated here.

Students who are doing average work in

school otten have many subtests on the SB lower than vocabulary.

Percentage

passing levels were computed for eaoh item and the statistioally appropriate
ones Were retained.
correlat• • 96....
SUOCe8stu1

Odd-even reliability equaled .9$ - .01 and total scores

.01 with Binet vocabulary.

The authors considered the item

enough for use 1rl. th a large scale standardization.

They were aware

that the test did not measure the degree to which a testee comprehended a
conoept.

Rather, it tapped his ability to apply it to a set of arbitrarily

chosen piotures.
In the second study by Ammons and Rachielle (19$0), they seem to say
that there is another value than convenienoe in recognition as opposed to
detlnition vocabulary.

They recommend avoiding the aDbiguities inherent in

administering and scoring items caling for definition by the testee.

It is

likely' that many experts on intelligence would consider the amb1gui ty not in
the scoring itself, but in the complexity of the response, the very heart ot
the matter of intelligence.
Be that as it may, 48 of the items from the previous list, plus 248
new ones, were administered to 589 white Amerioans between the ages of
2 -

34.

This sample was also selected with the extensive oontro1s already

mentioned.

The 170 items retained after this evaluation were divided into 2

equal length forms of almost equal difficulty.

the many

onteria

It is notewortby' that one of

for eliminating 1 terns was the discrimination between sexes.

The relative difficulty levels for all words were compared 1n terms of $0%
passing.

This may require some explanation for the adult groups which could

-64-not be demarcated by grade placement as the ohildren were.

Index ntulibers

were assigned to 6 adult levels on the basis of WB 'VOcabulary scores.

A word

with a rating of A6.5 would have been passed by less than 1/2 of the highest
20 adults (A6).

It must be emphasized that point levels are only indices of

diffioulty beoause actual age averages wi thin age groups were not used in the
oalculations.
The tinal soale consisted of 16 cards each illustrating a series of
words of increasing difficulty.

the 2 parallel forms.

There are roughly

85 test words in each of

Etghteen of these are direct derivatives of relatively

common Verbs, 27 are adjectives, 125 are nouns.

Specific content is as

follows: 30 are of home or domestic import, 38 pertain to nature or scienceJ

60 to sooial processes; 11 to commercial activities, 14
17 are of misoellaneous reference.

to personal feelings,

It can be seen that the test puts a

premium on knowledge of names referring to society and social. activities.
One of the final comments made by the authors is that their sample
oontrolled at least as adequately as Weohsler's if not more so.
tainly not true of the

R8

This is oer-

1955 standardization of the WAIS. At that time,

samples were chosen from all over the U.S. rather than from New York as in
the 1938 standardization.

Another big difference between the Ammons work and.

that of Wechsler is in the number of subjects used.
many more than Ammons.

Obviously Wechsler used

This point is made only because the authors t state-

ments are someti.mes so overly enthusiastic that they may be misleading.
The remaining studies authored by Ammons were designed to apply the

test to various levels of restrioted populations.

Ammons and lblmes (1949)

administered the preliminary scale of 226 words to 120 American white born

-6~
children in private and public nurseries in the Denver urban and rural area.
The subjects ranged from

2-,

in age, were equally divided sexually, and were

selected on the basis of the 1940 census figures.
Binet were adnd.nistered.

Both the FRPV and the 1937

Validity coefficients with the Binet were

.83 for Pbrms ! and B respectively.

.8,

and

The reliability coefficient based on

intercorrelations of the 2 forms was .93.

From this study the authors pre-

sented sepante norms for the two forms by' age and sex and for combined sexes
at each age level.
In order to obtain norms for a white school population, Amtoons and

Hermann (19$0) administered the Binet and
work to

48

wh1 te children.

242 items selected from the earlier

Fach grade was represented by 2 boys and 2 girls

judged average by their teachers.

Tabulations were again made on the basis

of percent passing and relation to SB vocabulary.
were sifted out to be given to a larger group.

From this study 226 items

Using the same criteria of

selection, they chose 360 children representing all grades.
ahays administered in the same order.

The plates were

I t was decided to retain 8 words at

8 ages and 4 words for eaoh form. COITelations with 513 vocabulary were
computed separately by forms and age groups.
age, they were variable.

.69.

Because of the small N at each

Medians for Form A and B respect! vely were .67 azul

Neither the SD nor the means for these correlations are presented.

This may give a biased pioture of the actual oorrelation picture.

The

authors felt that these correlations were attenuated, because of the unrellabill ty of the crt ter!a.

V'then oorrections for attenuation were made

validities were reasonably high, ranging from

.80.

.50 to .91 with a median of

Rel1abil1ties ranged hom .50 to .99, with a median of .81.

-66CODlParison of the mean of this group to the comparable a[:,-'! level of the
original Terman-lferrill standardization showed a slight, but statistically
significant, tendency for these Ss to be higher.

This was attributed to the

original method of estimating SB vocabulary scores, which these authors
eonsidered somewhat crude.

They admit that extremes of ability were elimi-

nated, therefore d-ecreasing var1.abili ty.

On

the other hand, they felt that

this limitation was sumounted by including a variety of ages wi thin each
Pbr example, at level 7 the range would be from 7-0 to 7-11.

age group.

The same procedure was used with an adult group 18-34 years of age.
Mean ages for males and females were each in the mid twenties.
subtest of the 1\'9 and WAIS were administered to all Ss.
forms 'With the WArS 'VOCabulary was

.86 and .8S for Forms

Vocabulary

Correlation of both

.8S. for the W-B vocabulary, they were

.A and B respectively.

Pearson r between fOrms was .93.

The group was fairly oomparable to one range of the adult population in the
WB standardization.
of Wechsler.
tablished.

Mean IQ was

104, and raw score SDs were lower than those

Again, items were appropriately selected and adult norms esCorrection values from 2 to

9 at ages 44 were based on the

aS$Ulllption that mean picture vocabulary scores would decline with age in
proportion to the actual deoline noted in verbal scores by Wechsler.
It should be noted that this is a rather small sample from which to
establish norms for the range of adulthood.

It is likely that the test is

limited not only with IQs above 12S, as the authors here state, but also for
ages above

44.

This is one of the less adequate normative studies because

of the restrioted population from which broad applications are made.
SD of the age for the group was only

2.5.

The

-61The last two normative studies dealt,.'d th somewhat atypical e.. lJv.ps.

The f'irst, b,. Ammons and Manahan, used 71 rural children from 6 to 17.

Again they use the

sa

as a or! terion, aJ.vltOugh Terman and Merrill's stand-

ardiu.t:ton did. not have a representative portion of rural ohildren.

Forms

A and B correlated .88 and .8$ respectively with this orltfJria, and .92 with
each other.

Fro. this study, items were eliminated. whioh were unfai1" to the

rural ohildren.

In comparing them to standardization norms. it was found

that older rural children got lower Binet scores.

Ammons interpretec1 'this

as indicating that the picture vocabulary gave a fairer estimate of the
verbal ability of this group.
Since other studies had shown that Spanish-American ohildren were one
or more years retarded in comparison to the general population, Ammons and.
Aguero (l9!>O) established separate norms for this group.

Only 70 items of

the total 226 administered were scored for the group of 80 ohildren.
consistent score difference was f'ound between the forms.

A

As with the rural

children, there was more decline in achievement at the upper ages.

This was

explained on the basis of the nature of the test as well as the population.
Lowered effioienoy in such groups has often been explained on the basis of
the intellectuall.y impoverished environment.

In tems of the test, both the

reliability and validity were somewhat lower than for the Angl.o-Saxon population.

Alternate form. reliability was .8).

were .8$ anel .82 for FOrms A and. B.

Correlation with SB raw scores

This is not surprising in view of the

li1l1 ted range and the fact that scores for this kind of group were not used
in the item se1eotion.
The authors recognize that they need better socio-economic controls on

-S6' ....
this

8Ub-pop~tion.

Although thq felt that separate norms should be

established fbr different populations they advised against using them except
in special cases.

The rationale behind this is that the Spanish-Americana

are now part of the general population.
We find two evaluations of the FRPV in Buros (l9S:n.
skeptical review, is by

~illiam

Altus.

The first, more

He considered both the reliabilities

and the validities spuriously high, but probably adequate.

The degree of

reliability, though high for so fgw items, did not surprise him because the
test is a vocabulary test.

He states:

"In order for it to be acceptable

for anything except research purposes, the authors mst show that their
tests can serve certain groups of people or certain desired ends more
effect!T~ than the cr! tena tests, which have been used in deriving the
new one.

The authors have not yet done this. It Altus also took Ammons to

task on another score.

He disagreed with the idea that setting up new

for bilingual groups improves the adequacey of the test.

l101'II8

This cr.1tic1_ ia

no.t elaborated, however.
William Cruickshank (BU1'08, 19S3) agreed that the Ammons bad not yet
proven itself in clinical practice.

He warned that the valid! ty of the

Aanons as a measure of verbal intelligence was not as outstanding as the
correlations might suggest since it is twice remved.

Keeping this in mind,

he still felt the Ammons offered a satisfactory estimate of the desired

verbal comprehension.
fUl and admirable.

He considered the standardilation thorough, meaning-

tJage was recommended with the physiaal.l7 handicapped,

speeeh defectt ves and screening cases.
It Est be kept in m:tOO that the critic1sma of both of these men were

...e~,-

probab1711ritten around 19S2.

At that time no studies other than the

normative ones had a.s yet been published.

This is no longer the O&se, a.s we

shall soon see.
Of all the pioture vocabulary tests reviewed thus .tar (with the ex-

ception of the QT), this is the best standardized.

Population controls are

more adequate. itan selection is based on more appropriate statistical
techniques; there is a broader range of population samples. there :1s consistency in the method from one sample to the next; and there is also •
consistency of oriteria.

Differences of opinion with the .A:mmonaes have been

expressed throughout the disoussion of the standardization, but this b;r no
means implies that the procedure is inadequate.

perfect, but still good.

Like most, it is less than

The reporting of findings also retlects a marked

imprOvement over those nth other tests.

1t>st importantly'" however, is the

fact that the test bas been applied fairly extensively' in clinical praotiee.
This in i taelf indicate8 that clinicians take the instrument serlou817 or

have a need for i tel adVantages.
follow-up studies below.

This ldll be more apparent in the nM._ of

They are summarized in Table

6-

The studies abOllt to be reviewed are the proof ot the pudding, you. might
say.

The rtWiewers in Buros had stated that the teat had yet to be proT_

by clinical experienoe, partiicul.arly for special groups.

'!'he moat out-

standing of these are the detect!vas and cerebral pale1ed. We shall group
them together, deep1 te some o'bv1tjus differenoes, pr:1mar.t17 because both
groups test at low 1eTels on standard. testa.

In reviewing methods of

teat-

ing OPs (cerebral palsied individuals). Holden (19!>1) had. long ago considered

the Ammons and Ravens as good potentials.

He stated that OPs generally

Table 6
PaPV PoUov-up Studies

Alt b21:

All_, fbomton &: stenger
(1954)

Pw:-Dose

SlW~e!ts

Cdteria

A)College students Evaluate PRPV ~th test
pertormance ldth college
.M age 21.5
and PB7Chiatrlc subjects
B)S! P87chiatric
Ss, .M age 34

•

•

VA1idiu:

WB Vocabula17 .62

.46

WBFS
n.

"

.Pf7

.86

(1955)

lote on the use of Ammons
Full-Range Picture Vocabula1'7 Test as a screening
device for .aJ.ege students

Allen, Thorn- 59 Undergraduate
t.on It St.enger .t.udents
(1956)

Comparison of' "'~c,<, sb<,rt,
forms ot Wechlller scale
with full-range picture
vocabula17 test

WAIS FS

.46

98 boys, .M age
1l.9; 34 girls,
.M age 12.3,
Ps;ych1atric outpatiem;s

To COIlp&re F'RPV &: WISe
in clinical use

WISC Int.
Verbal

FS

.54
.52
.52

51 boTS. 10 girls

To evaluate WIse with
tull-ra.nge picture TOcabula17 test in clinical use

WISe FS

.48

Allen, Thom- College students

ton &: Stenger

Gro.sberg
(1964)

SchraDlJl
(1953)

.M age 9.5 ;years

(Table continued on next page)
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Re;YI~lit;[

(raw)

Alt. tom .87

Table 6 (cont)

Smith
(1954)
Saith
(1961)

lems

WISe
Determine valid! t7 ot
test with reading prob1. . cas..

51 boJ's, 49 girls,
2nd grade, white,
ages 6-11, 8-10

Determine whether OHMS WISe
FRPV.. Fema A, WRAT, JIl87
substitute tor WISe

91 cliD.ic patient s
with reading prob-

Hoed
(1963)

Validaw picture voca'bu- WISe
83 medical hospitalization children, lar.y tests
M age 119.29
SD 32.04

Sterne
(1960)

60 maJ.es, ages
.36-83
M 65.7

To evaluate PRPV with

wus

10ng-te1"ll chronicall7
i l l JHI:ltal patients

FS

V

.75

.63

P

.42

FS

.60

.14·

FP",

.88

P'RPV .76

1-.83 00-.65

0-.64 PC-.57
A-.61
5-.75
DS-.58
V-.87

BD-.60
PA-.58
OA-.51
Perf.-

.68

Verbal-.aS

FS-.84
tichardson
and Iobler
(1954)

32 cerebral palsied children, M
age 107.4S BlOS.
51>-22.60

To devise and 'Validate SB
test tor most handicapped ot cerebral palsied
children

-71-

(Table ~n1'\t.1ntlAtf on nAXt.

1'\J1II7A)

Fom !-.88
Form B-.90
with age partiaJ,led out:
A-.64
:8-.63
'om A-.64
Form :8-.63
with age parttalled out:
1_ .'10 8-,.011

Ute torm.
(A "B) .94

Table 6 (cont)

Sloan~

60 stat. .chool
population

SB
Stud7 or .full-range
picture vocabula.r.r test,
with mental detectives

Winthrop
(1959)

81 Ss
51 epileptics
33 organ1.ca117
brain damaged

To investigate degree to
which abstracting proc..ses are mediated by
nsua1 aids among the
retarded

Conde11
(1959)

22 Chippewa Indians, M age 10.28
suspected mental
retardation

To investigate use or
AIaons full-range pioture vocabula17 test
with retarded chUdren

SB (abbreviated)

Fish.r~

66 Ss, mentill7
deficient
Gr 1-16 boys
15 girls~ H age
7.6
Gr 2-19 male, 16
temale, If age 42

To cC'lIlpare FRPV with
WAIS in assessment of
mental retardation

WAIS

Shotwell, &:
York
(1960)

Bensborg
(1954)

WISC

.73

-.04

wcabu-

p

IQ
'S IQ'

.73 to .79
.58-.51

.36-.36
.49-.45

WAIS vocabulaI7 raw
scores
P

FS

100 chUdren
ages 4r-12, If 11

P

la17 raw
scores
V IQ

,
flo and
DelUah
(1963)

.76

To substantiate Fisher-Shotwell results
-72-

SB

IQ

.;0-.60

IQ
IQ

.• 63-.61
.69-.74

.87

.".~-

scored lower than non-bre1n damaged children even when allowances were made
for physical l1mi tattons.

He did state that both tests needed more. evalua-

tion before they could be wholeheartedly recommended.
by Traoht, he raised an important potential objection.

In reviewing a studT
That is, that the

Ravens se. . to depend on visual form perception whiohis usu.all.y 1mpaired
&1IOng brain injured Ss.

Holien oonsidered the Stanford Binet to be just as

prom:1a1ng because it contained. only 9 of 128 i tams that were timed or required manipulation.
R1ohardson and Kobler (1954) leaned more toward the opposite approaoh dea1gn1ng or selecting a test that would be usable with the most severely
handioapped.

'!'hey did, however, use the SB as a or! terion because that

iBStrument was the most dependable, for the age group tested (mean age

107.16).

From the correlations obtained, they concluded that the FRPV wa,

better than the Bavens for CPs.

Cor.relations with the Binet were .88 and

.90, libnD8 A B respectively. The Ravens correlated only in the mid .6Os.
CO:rTelations with age partialled out were better only for the Ravens whioh
was still considerably below the
PRPV

mv.

Alternate form reliability for the

was .94. The valid! ty ooefficients :reported in this study are

the

highest obtained in any of the studies to be disoussed (See Table 6.).
This is true despite the similar! ty of criterion and population.

Sloan

and Bensbera (1959) obtained a correlation of .76 with 60 mental defective
ohildren.

Condell (1959) reported a ooefficieo.nt of .73 with 22 mental

defective Chippewa Indians, mean age 10.28.

The latter group i8 le8s sim-

ilar racially yet po,sib17 comparable in terms of brain functioning.

This

is true if we aooept the h1Pothesis of early or prenatal damage to the brain

-74to acoount for mental defect. 'fhere 1. the obvious difference, ot coune,
that the CPs have recognizable damage rather than mere cortical l1m1tation.
1I1.her and Shotwell (196<» were primarily interested in determining
how rel1&ble the mPV

.s in detecting mental defect. They used 66 white

retardates, roughly half familial and half undifferentiated in origin.
llean agee for the groups were

were 10 and 18 years.

27 and h2, and mean lengths of mapitallzation

All subjects had had the oomplete WArS and scored

high enough to place on the WArS norms.
8U.llIB&r.1zed in Table 6.

The vaildi ty ooeffioients are

For the first group they were muoh higher with

vocabulal"1' raw scores than with the verbal, performance, or full scale.

This

relationship did not hold true for the second group, the undifferentiated
retardates.

POr

the~

verbal seales had the lowest correlation and full

scale., vooabular.y and performance were next highest in that order.
complete uplanation was made of the differenoe between groups.
of the 66 were diagnosed as mental defeotives by the FRPV.
a

No

Sixty two

The test gave

low percent ot talse negatives. 'the authors oonsidered these correlations,

a'Ver&ging in the low .60s, as highl
'fhere was more variance for the older groups.
this generally to age.

The authors attribute

There are other and more speoifio alternatives.

It

could be a tunction of. 1) the test itself at this age level, 2) a greater
or more variable intellectual deterioration with age among defectives, 3) the
effect ot length of hospitalization.

This lattE"..l' observance has been re-

terred to previously (Hamlin. 1961. 1963) Payne, 1960, Rabin, 19S5J stotsky,
19$2, Trapp, 1937).
more so on the FRP'V.

The age difference

DS

reflected in both testa, but

-1!>-Ho, White and Delilah (1963) wondered if the same thing would be tl"lle
for non-insti tutional1zed subjects.

Although their article 18 gene.rall7

qui te well written, it does misinterpret F.i.sher and Shotwell.

Nowhere in

the article by the latter do they reporb a higher validity for normal ae
opposed to cl1nic populations.

Ho at. a1. (1963) may bave used the term

normal. to refer to people who, although defective, do not require hospitalisation.

However they interpreted fisher, it was a happy error insofar as

it stimulated a study with clear hypotheses, improved reporting of data and
refined statistical treatment.
Their sample consisted of 100 ohildren ranging in age from 4 to 18
with a median of 11 years.

'Most of them were girls.

80 on the SB, which was always administered first.

None scored higher than
A.t one point in the

article, the authors state that they used both forms of the FRPV.

lbweTer,

in reporbing statistics, they do not say whether they are based. on the co...
bined forms or for a specified single form.
able error of .02.

This coefficient is bigher than those noW, and falls

in the range of the normal populations.
cantly different (.01 and .001 level).
groups, ages
the

sa

Pearson r was .87 with a prob-

Both means and. sne were a1gn1f1They divided. the sample into 2

4 to 11, and 11 to 18. The FRPV means were higher than those on

for both of these CA. grOups.

The difference between mean IQs for the

two groups was not signifioantly different at the
significant difference between
higher.

Dl$&D

.5 l ..el. There was a

IQs of the two tests, the mPV being

They conclude that the FRPV -7 be used as a "eupplellent" to other

psyohometric test. with retarded children.
Such a statement is .rather cautiou. on their

pan,

since their

....76correlations were higher than other studies which were concluded more
enthusiastically'.

One of the weaknesses of their design may- have

effect on the differences they observed.

~d

some

Since both tests were administered.

in one session, 1 t could be that the subj acts were less anxious about the
testing when they came to the FRPV.
The second sub-grouping we might make of the FRPV studies m1ght be

classified under the general heading of clinical, be it pS1Ch1.atri.c, guidance or remedial.

Schramm (195.3) obtained a correlation of only .48 with

the 'WIse 'FS for 61 children in a child guidance clinic.
group __ 9 1/2 years.

Mean age for the

Comparisons were made between WIse intercorrelations

and correlations with the FRPV.

Correlations for both forms of the FRPV did

nQt show the same tendencies with subtests.

There was a higher correlation

bet¥reen the verbal subtests of the WIse and the F.RPV, than between V and liS.
However, intereorrelations between subtasts ware lower .:f'or this population
than for Wechsler's standardization.

Altemate form reliability- for the

FRPV was .87 and .. 78 with age partialled out.

It is notaortb;y that

partialling age out lowered the correlation for this sample in contrast to
Rtohardeon and Kobler t s(1954) where it had no effect.

In a mch later

study' (Moed, 196.3), the higher correlations between the picture vocabulary
tests and 'WISC subtests than between subtests themselves was also not con1'1:rmed.

This is not surprising because subtest tntercorrelationa lower than

a mean ot .48 would be very rare for the Wechsler tests.

$omft'bat better

results were round for 91 children in remedial reading prog1"8Jl8.
WIse P8 correlations were

mv and.

.7S for this group (SDli th and F1ll.more, 19Sh).

Oro.werg (l964)applied the FRPV to children in a PS7Chiatr.t.c clinic.

!

...71»The group consisted of 98

ooY'6 (mean age 11.9) and 34 girls (mean age 12.3)

who were consecutive referrals

the WIBC.

to the clinic. On17 Form

The. highest correlations were with information

and V (.$2).

)lean

mv IQ

was

9S.o; with an

significantly higher for the FRPV.

SD of

19.4;.

A was compared

(.;4).

to

F'S (.;2)

The mean was

These results were considered to indicate

only ttmodest" value of the FRPV as a screening device.
The last of the studies considered "clinical" dealt with long term,
chronically ill patients (Sterne, 1960).

The goal of the study was to

ascertain the usefulness of the FRPV with such a population, especially those
with aphasia.

As a matter of fa.ct, the study did not involve aphasics but

rather subjects who were similar in terms of treatment received and length
of heapi tallsation.

If the rel1abili ty and valldity were suffiCient, the

authors intended to use the FRPV as a means of evaluating the remaining
intellectual effect!veness and responsiveness to verbal.
expressive aphasics,

co~cation

among

The suple consisted .of 60 long term patients, from

several hospitals, with a mean age of 6$.7 years.

)lean IQ was average.

correlations between subtests and JiRPV are presented. in Table 6.

The highest

correlations were with vocabularyJ Verbal, information and full scale.
of these were in the .80s.

All

All

The 9RPV correlated as highly with the WAlS .1

&n7 one subtest did with the FB.

Some of the comments which Steme makes are very a 'propos to our
purpose.

In listing the advantages ot the FRPV, he notes speed, interest

and non-threat.

All subjects were able to experience a tail" amount of

"auceesslt with the instrumat. In ooncluding, he states that these aslets
"are important in any technique contemplated for use with Sa particular17

...78sens1 ti 'Va to the effects of fatigue, discoIflfort, sagging morele, or chron.;..
ioallT lowered pbyeical:. . resources."

Although applied. to a different POP-

ulation, this i8 a very- good description of the spinal oord injury patient.
Their conclusion would be a valld recommendation by interence ot the QT as
well as the FRPV for use 1';"1th such a group.

Smith (1961) wanted to know it the FRPV oould substitute for the 'WISC
wi th the physical or psychiatrioally handioapped.

She administered. these

tests and the CMMS to 100 normal second graders as a preliminary teet.
Correlations of both forms were .6.3, .42 and
11'.

~60

with V, P and FS respective-

She concluded that the FRPV might prove less vulnerable to the effects

of mental illness than the i!r1SC P.

However, she did not teel the correlation

ot either the FRPV or ClWS (multiple r .71) to be high enough to just117
preference of either of them for use with normal children.

Allen et. &1. (1954) had earlier attempted to ascertain the wlue of
the mv with normal as oppoased to psychiatrio subjects.

They also con-

tributed much information on the test's value with college students (Allen
at. a1.

1951u 1955J 1956). Correlations

with lIB "fOcabula17 and J'S were

moh lower (.62 and .46) tor the oollege students (N. 49) than for the

pSl'\lbiatrlo subjects (N • 49, vocabulary - .87} liS - .86).

The latter POP-

ulation was older (mean age .34 as compared to 21.5 for college students) aDd.

was

Jll)l"&

heterogeneous.

In a later study (19.$5) I they again noted that the

FRPV did. not disoriminate well among adults with an IQ over
ing the FRPV to two short forms of the WAIS

(ms

and. CSSD) i

125. In

men et.

(19.>6) .found it to bave a lower correlation (.h6 ) with FS than
short .fOJ"JDS

(.6S

and .78) respectively..

~

41.

e1 ther of the

They- note that the abort form

.:/9,.
correlations are much lower for this group than the
previously been rapo.rted.

'rhe general shrinkage of correlations

ably resulted 1'rom the homogeneity of the group.

higher than on the VfAIS.

.93 and .9L. which
lllOl;lt

had

prob-

Mean!Q on the Ammons was

The authors interpreted this as indicating that

recogni tion is more facile than recall in the area of verbal conceptualization.

It will be recalled that overestimation is almost consistentlJr re...

ported for the Ammons.

'?lhether this is a function of differential difficult,-

of recognition and recall or of the nol"mS tor the FRPV remains

to be

demonstrated.
After re'Viewing the studies on the .Ammons, a oritic might still say
as .Altus and Cruickshank (Bures, 19$3) have, that the test bas not estab-

lished its clinical value.

Suoh a judgment, however, oould not be based

lack of applications as it was when Buras' was published.
atti tude is still expressed.

Oil

Yet the same

Researchers vary in the valid1 ty" reliabili t7

and IQ equ!valence with other tests which they consider proof of clinical

)!ost are agreed upon the advantages of time saving and non-

usefulness.

man1:pulation.

There is disagreement on the practical appllcatil)n whtch can

be resolved only by each individual in a given situation.

With the infor-

mation on reliability and valid! ty which is atrailable, one must decide
whether the ad:vantage of the test outweighs the probable error of its

estimate.

Some might say that the eontradictol'7 results leave one as JII1ch

in doUbt as immediately a.t'ter standardization. Tb1.s is not true.

First of

all, it has been demonstrated. that it is not as good as it appeared. in the
Ammons. studies.

Certain bounds, "Vague though they -7 be, have been

established for its use.

Others. guidelines they JDa7 be called, have beeD

-acvintlicated.

For instance, one may feel somewhat safe in ass_ng the test ia

not to be trusted. in testing superior college students, except in an emergenoy or for rough inter-group

OO~riBOnS.

Also, it is tairly oe:otain that in

any population the likelihood of overestimating intelligenoe (as measured by

the Wechslers or stanford Binet) is quite high.
The F.rtPV bas been used on more divergent populatiOns than the PPVT.
Pbr such a range, it is the more appropriate instrument.
enough

mv

There are not

studies with the retarded, organicaU;y damaged or physically

impaired. to make a fair oomparison between the tests on these specifiC

groupe-

HoweTer, the FRPV studies which deal with such populations do ahow

less variability in the obtained'VE1lidities e

However, the retardAtes tested

with the FRPi were often of a higher intelligence than man,- of those tested
with the ppV'J.\

The more deviant the group and the nDre hollOgeneouS it is,

the lpwerone euld prediot the reliability and valid! ty to be

Two of' the studies made direct comparisons between the PPVT and FRP'V.
"ith pbyaioally i l l children, Moed (1963) obtained 'higher correlations with
th~

WISCl for the PPVT

C.84)

than the FRPIV (.76) but stated that the PPVT was

more difficult.

Dunn and Harley (19.59) did not use the WIse but the C14fS

as a criterion.

They did report lower reliability (.86) for the FRPV than

for the PPV'l' (.97).

Meed (1963) did not report the reliabill ty for the FRPV,

but did indioate a high ooefficient (.88) for the PPVT.
.Ammons and Peabody with teaoher ratings were comparable.

Correlations for
Prom these meager

results, it seems that with children at this level, the PPV'l' is a better
instrument•
.l survey has been made of short form vocabular,y tests and some other

-8J.;...

instrument.s eonTen1ent for use with various k1nds of handicapped people.
The FRPV was considered to have the most promise in terms of both accuracyand convenience. In view of this, 1 t is W'Orthwhile to evaluate the Q'l' which
is an improTement upon the FRPV.

Judging by the clinical experience with

these other instruments, one would rather pessimistioa.l.l.y expect that such
an evaluation W'Ould indicate moderate oorrelation vd. th the WAlS.

If one

were to giTe a rough estimate of the a\Terage of picture vooabulary
correlations with the Binet and VJechslers, it would be around the mid
seventies.
higher.

Hopetully, the impro'Ved instrument, the QT will be SOlne'What

-82OHA.PT:lli
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HETHOOOWGY

Description of the Population
All of the patients involved in the study were male volunteers from
the Spinal Cord Injury Section at Hines Veterans Administration Hospital.
Hines .. Illinois.

Since all were paraplegics and had no limitation in the

use of their arms, they were able to take all subtests of the WArS.

Some

of the patients were long term residents at lti.nes whereas others were in
for brief check-ups.

It would have been better had all of them been either

long term or soort term.. but this was impossible for several reasons.
It was felt that at least thirty-five subjects should be used in the
study.

The Spinal Cord Injury Section contains over 200 beds, most of which

are filled at

8X1"r

one time.

Many of the patients were quadriplegios and,

therefore, unable to do the perforlt1.1.DOe scales of the criterion test, the
WAIS.

this eliminated roughly half of the Spinal COrd Injury population

of this hospital.

£1811y of those remaining 'WOuld not volunteer.

It has

already been mentioned that this group of patients is not very receptive to
psychologists.

Part of the reason for this is the fact that as long term

patients, they are subjected to many researoh projects.

Also, there is a

bit of animosity toward and resistence to the administration or anyone who
is assooiated ldth it.

This was reflected in some lack of cooperation both

in volunteering and in keeping ap;.Jointments wh..tch 'Were missed several times
by the same patients.

It was inevitable that all the friends of a

taking the tests knew that he was participating.

pat.:i~t

This often made it difficult
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for the patient even if he had no personal feelings about the test, because
o:f the reaction of others to the project.
Another reason for not being able to use either all short term. or all
long term patients was the :fact that large numbers o:f the patients were
bed-ridden.

For sane, this was almost a permanent way ot li:fe.

For others,

able to move about on a chair or litter, the necessity ot being restricted

to bed was ever present.

Decubiti ulcers from mild bruises, lack of

circulation or minimal burns often required. quick and unanticipated confinement to bed.

Again, more than half of the patients who volunteered did not

keep their appointment because between lnaking them and keeping them, they
were bed-ridden.

Although they oould have been tested in bed, it was felt

both that the testing should be done in private rather than in a ward, and
that it should be done in the manner as close to standardization as possible-in the privacy of an office and by an individual sitting in a ohair.

This

procedure was not rigidly adhered to, however, insofar as four of the patients
volunteering, took the tests while lying on litters.

It was necessary to use

them because the desired number of patients had still not been found a.:£ter
nine monthes of testing and screening.

This included Hines and all other

Chicago area hospitals with this kind of population.
'I..Jere selected from other hospitals.
for several years.

In the end, no patients

The patients on litters had been on them

Therefore, it was telt that they were familiar with all

kinds of manipulation to be unaffected in the use of their hands from this
posi tion.

They were abl e to move their body in such a way that both arms

were completely free of the litter to use on the test materials.

As a

matter of fact., one of these individuals had become somewhat of a master

.84oraftsman at woodworld.ng after his injury"
Ilone of the patients UlJed lap boards on their wheel chairs_, .Previous

aperimoe had shown that most pre1'erred not to use the 1::10 arcls~

Also the

materiala tor block d.u1gn and object assembly Q1d not tit on the boa.rd8 as
ooll"lenient17 as on the table.
The other lind.tatton on the number from wh10h the patients oould be

selected was the oontrols deemed necees8.l7 for the stud7 itself.
all, the subjects had to b. bew.en 2$ and

4S

years

11rst of

ot age beoauee this is

the range of the adult population tor whioh there are d1rect norms on the

Qt.

Secondl.) it was neces8U'7 to avoid using known alooho1108,

pqch1atri.cally diagnosed patient,' or patient. with brain damage.

As a

secondary' control, no patients on wanquUi.e.rs or anti-depressant drugs
with k:I.»..n effect

on intellectual 1'\motion:1ng wen used. It was also re-

quired that thq have been injured tor at least tour months in order to avoid

testing patients still in the initial emottonal snook oL the injury.

All ot

these oon.tl"Qls were nec••sary to make the population as clos. to normal as
possible.

As a matter of fact, aeveral of the patients mq have been heavy

drinkers, other=s had obvious and moderately severe psychological problems

evidenced in the degree of an:net,. and/or general manner ot relating during

the tests.

Some psyahological. mal.adjustment would be 8.'q)eCted among patients

with this injury.

A summary of pG1'$Ollal aata on the subject aay be tound in Table 7.
More complete information on the individual subjects i8.ppears in appendix B.
The mean age ot the subjects 1s 35. 29 with an SO ot S.28.

The,. range trom

24.8 to 43.7. Mean Tears of education 1s 10.6$, with a standard dev1~tlon

,
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ot 2.14 and a range ot 4 to 16 788N. Some of
high school by means of GED

the patients had completed

test. 1n service or after hospitalization-The

QED tests are basically achift'elUnt teats which requ:ire no atensive
preparation.

They COYer the basic high school courses.

Pulling the test

regardless of specific academic back&round is purported to be the equivalent

of obtaining a high school diploma.

CoD8ftqUEl.'1tl.y, these patients were

oonsidered as haT.tng 12 years of sohoollng.

The mean length of time since injury was 7.87 with an SD o£ S.48.

range

vas 4 :months to 18-6.

The

The lengt,h o£ hoapitaliaation is an approximation.

These patients lllWIt often be in and out ot hospitals conatantl7. lot all the
hospitals are VA and

SO

acourate records were not available.

the cde, the patients were asked to

had spent in hospitals.

1'0~ 8ppl'Ox:l.mate

liIlen tb1s wa.s

how much t1me

the7

The mean length ot hosp1tal1zat1on was lMS2 with an

SO of 3• .54. and a range of

4 JIlOnths to lS

,..ar..

It can be seen that mall)"

would qu.al1.t)' tor the classitication of "long tent patients.-

The majority of the group vere white Americans (24).
were negroes and three others

'hom in this oountr:Y.

Etght, howe'f'er,

were Indian, Mexioan and Span1sh.. All were

These last are not, str1ctly spealdng, comparable to

the qr standard!Iation sinoe all therein were white.

They were i.nc1 uded

because they are somewhat representative of this population (on the basis ot
random hospital selection) and because it was felt that the disadvantages

ot their racial origin were outweighed

by the advantages of using

35 as

opposed to 24 subjects. 'fbi. group is solllEJWhat different than the qr
normative group in another respect.

older, but,

t,bere

The mean age bere is ruUgf;J.y five years

1s less difference in the standard deviation of the groups

fable 7
Summary

ot Penonal Data on SUbjects

Standard Deviation

35.29
5.28

Range

24'6" - 4.3 17"

Mean

10.8S

Mean

Education.

Standard Dftiation
, Range

2.lb
4' - 16'
7.87

He-.
Sta:rui.ard Deviation

Range

5.48
4" .. 18 16"

Heaa

4.52

standard .Dev1at1on

3.54
4" .. lSI

Ianp

Hsrt.tal.
Race.

*'

• • ,..ars) " • 1IIOlltha

24

Status.
Marr1ed

18

8

Slngle

9

1
1
1

DiTOrced
Wldv..red

1

7

'*

..87(4. 7) tor the normative

group and

5.28 tor our

sample).

group were married, 9 single, 7 divorced and 1 widowed.

Eighteen of the

There are probably

a larger percentages of di'¥Oroes here than in the population at large.
because divorce is f'a1rly common for those who receive their injury atter

In concluding the

s~ of the patients. it might be mentioned that

there were possibly two somewhat distinctive classes within the groups.

The

divilld.on would be based on whether they vera regular hospital patients a.t
the time of' testing or just in for a briet Check-up.

A.f.'ter testing several

ot the latter kinds of patients, one got the clinioal impression that they
were br:1.gbter, D1()re energetic" and sooially better adjusted.

Whether their

being out of the hospital. is oause or effect ot these fa.ctors is hard to say.
No record was kept

ot which patients fell in e1ther category because the

observation was not made until the testing aspect of the project vas halt
oompleted.

Consequently, comparisons can.not be made on the intellectual

differenoes between them.

The subjects were chosen through personal contact with the patients,
rather than by volunteering on their own initiative.
testing was entiJ:oely tor research purposes.

They were told that the

In contrast to many projects,

it was imperative to describe the nature and purpose of the project in detail.
otherwise, they lUOuld not have submitted to the testing.

As a matter of f'act,

the thing whioh induoed most to volunteer vas that the project was designed
ultimately to help their tellow, but more handicapped patients, the
quadrlpleg1cs.

They were told that if the new teat proved

to be "good, It in
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shlple terms. we couid then use it in helDing the quadriplegics.
indioative ot the close bonds between the patients.

As a matter

1b1s is

ot fact,

it was sometimes rewarding to witness a patiGntwho simply' did not want to
bother with the tests ·or who was ob'riously threatened by the prospect ot
them, make the sacrifice for his .tellow patients.
They wre told that both were intelligence tests and the new one had

some possible adVantages over the old.

It \las emphasized that we did not

desire 1nf"ormation on them indtv1dually or &.S a group, but rather on the

tests tbemselves.

They were asked not to discuss the results, but in such

a close group with a dearth ot cQlversation topios:, this request was otten
ignored.

Sweral patients ClODIIlented on the reactions ot other ptrtients to

the testa or specific i tema.

Tbis problem was somewhat _e11orated by' the

£aot that the testing was spread over suoh a long period ot time.

In only

a few cases were the patients toted on the same day or evE:':' within t1«>
days,

Nevertheless, this mq have introduced a minimum of contamination

of the test results.

The patients were told that their individual results

would be in the rues of the staff psychologist in case they would like to

use them tor oounseling pU'poses.

1'he examiner made himself available for

discussion of the findings on subsequent hospital visits. Most desired.
and were given, very general results.

It was hoped that such an arrangement

would both induce them to aubmi t to the testing and inhibit the tendency to
talk to fellow patients about the test by giving closure to the experience
or aftord catharsis through talking with the examiner or staff psychologist.
Both tests were glven in one sitting.

The order of presentation was

counterbalanced, both between tests and within .forma of the

ctr.

Both tests
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ware ami nistered in tne manner prescribed in their respective manual
(Ammons and Ammons. 19(2) Wechsler, 19.$8).
advantages of the QT is its brenty,

nO

1Uthough one of the major

attempt was made to time the testing.

This was so because mallY of the patients required considerable support
during the administration proper.

This would distort the report of the time

required for testing.

Statistical Procedure:lI

Pearson Product Montent Gorrelations between each subtest, verbal,
performance and. full scale of the WAIS and each of the three forms of the

qr, s1ngly and in combination were obtained.. In obtaining correlations
with the WAIS subtests, WArS scale score transformations rather than ra.w
scores were used..
IQs are presented.

Means and standard deviations for all subtest forms and.
A. one-tailed test was employed..

Annona and .Ammons (1962)

recommendation that age should not be partialled. out in obtaining correlations
of this nature, were .followed.

This make. the correlations obtained. here

logic all.y more comparable to those which they reported.

In doing so, we are

agreeing with the Atmnonaes when they say that partiall1ng age out of a
rellab1l1ty correlation is justifiable only it' what we are trying to measure
i . uncorreJ.ated with age.

To .obtain the estimate. of the reliability of the canbination of
several forms the Gullickaen-Wilks (Gullicksen, 19$0, Oh. 14) formula for
parallel forms was used.

This formula provides information on the equality

of the major Ita.tistic .......means.. variances, and oovar1ances of the forms.

rus

is considered. more meaningful than a simple t test for the significance

of' the dU'ferenoes of the means.

The t technique was uaed to test the

signi.f1canoe of the differenoe between the rtr forms and the verbal, performance and .full scale IQ on the WAIS, however.
Insotar as it was not,ed that the correlations between QT raw scores
were higher than those based on IQ t.:ransformations, an attempt was made to
test the signit1cance of the obsel"Yed di.tterences by the use of the sign test
(Siegal, 1956. p. 68).

This test inVolves the giving of a. sign, neutral,

negative, or positive to sets ot scores whioh can be ranked with respect to
each other, but which cannot euU7 be handled D7 quantitative measurea.
teohn1que mq be used with both small and large samples.

rus

i'he former teolmique

involves a straightforward use ot the binomial distribution but the latter
requires a. t,ransformation to Z scores.

Both methods were utilized.

sample formula was used tor oomparing the single form correlations.

The.1rt1al1

The

largen possible I for each of the three forms was 14 (the number of WAIS
subscales, VJ P, and FS w::lth which the QT tOl'm8 were correlated). 1'he actual.
N for the

torms differs because equal correlations are eliminated. The large

sample method vas used for comparing the correla.tions of all three forms.

It

will be recalled that there are seven possible sets of soore. on the QT, the

three forms and all of their oombinations.

One

ot the.. combinations in'VOlvea

the add1tion of the raw scores from the th:ree forms and deternrl ni ng ot one IQ
for that combination.

This fom 1s reterred to as Iorm I • II •

m.

~

In contrast to thiS, the sign test for large samples was based on all three
forms w::lth their respect1ve 14 correlat1one.

In other words, the combina.tion

here is that of correlat1ons tbemselves rather than of raw scores prior to
the obtaining ot a

correla.tt~

Sinoe there was no prediotion of the observed.

differenoes, a two-tailed ~ was used.

"'~lCh~ter

IV

Results and Discussion

Tables 3 and 9 contain the means, standard deviations and range of
scores on the two tests administered. to the paraplegios.
of the indi:vidual subjects mE\Y be found in Appendix C.

The WArS scores
The qr raw scores

and IQs are in Appendix D and E respectively.
Inspection of Table 8 shows that this sample represents a. strikingly
average group in terms ofWAIS IQ.

These figures are quite olose to those

for the national. sample of 2,,052 which Wechsler (1958, P. 253) reports.

The

mean IQ fer verbal, performance and full scale in Wechsler's s8llYPle were
each within fractions of 100 and had the respective standard deviations of

14.0" 15.3 and 14.7. It will be noted that there is considerably less
deviation within this group than in the larger population.

The highest

standard deviation is on the performance scales wlUch have an I(,I range of
67 to 127, moderately broader tha!l either the verbal or full scale.

It is

immediately apparent that the description of the population which was
proposed in the introduction to this

stu~

was somewhat erroneous.

When it

was stated that these patients were of a lower socio-ooonomio background, it
was implled that this would be reflected in their intellectual level as well.
Evidently the spinal cord injury population, as exemplified in the sample
chosen here, is fairly representative of the total population.

It is

possible that some of the less intelligent and less educated patients on the
ward refused to volunteer because the academic-like intelligence test

threatened them more than it did the average or brighter patients.

}1an;y of

'fable 8

Means, Standard Deviations and Range
For WAIS Verbal, Per.formanoe and Full Scale

Verbal

Performance

Mean

Iall Seale

100.2

SD

11.77

Range

67-127
Table 9
Means, staadard. DeV1aUons and Range

tor qr

1

IQ

2

Mem

9h.8

95.8

SD

11.1&4

1l.22

lange

73-120

7)-120

.....

the prospective volunteers who ultimately refused to participate emphasized
their dislike for "tests" whioh they associated with school.

How important

such comments may be is questionable, since eTen college students make these

remarks when approached with an tfIQ test. It

To the knowledge of this person

there is only one other published report on WAIS or WE intelligence scores
for paraplegics.

In the study by H.anson (1950), already discussed, the mean

FS 10. was 112.7 and the 3D was 14.0.

Verbal and performanoe lQa and standard

deviations ware also higher than this sample.

The author stated tha.t the

group was not really representative of the paraplegics in that hospital, but
was of a somewhat higher Calibre.

Since the group in the present study is as

random as any whioh oonsists of volunteers, it may be that it is closer to
the true pioture of such patient'. intelligence.

IV comparing
~-jAIS

IQ.

Tables 8 and 9, it can be seen that the QT underestimates

The means on all forms of the QT, singly and in combination were

significantly different (beyond the .01 level) trom those on the verbal,
performance and f'ull soale of the WAIS.

The differenoe between the means for

the combined foms and the WArS is five pointe.
supposed to be the most reliable.

This combination 1s

The smallest difference between WAIS and

single fom means is found for Form 1-2 pointsl the largest 1s on Form

nI-6 points. Thus, there is a notable differenoe between means on the .3
forms.

Applioation of the Gullicksen Wilks prooedure led to the rejection of
f

the lqpothes1s that means, variances and co-variances were equal for this
group of Sa.

Imvc was

.4.367 (p.

less than

.OS).

hom this figure it i8 not

apparent whether the failure to meet the or!teria is due to IIleans or
variances and oo-varianoes.

Lovo

of

.S357 and l1a of .8212 (p. le8s than .05),

-94indicate that both the means and the variance or co-variance are significantly
different for these forms.
The null hypotheses II and III which stated that there was no difference
between :means of the two tests and forms wi thin the test are rejected.
In their study with seventh graders. Burgess and wright (1962) had used

the same formula and found that only the means were Significantly different.

In

any'

event, the difference between raw score means in the present study, the

normative study, and the cross validation are quite small.
these results may be found in Table 10.

Comparison of

Even with small raw score difi'erences

there may be a sizeable difference in IQ transformation on an instrument with
few i tams that must be highly discriminating.

30

All an example of this, there

is sometimes a six point difference in IQ for two adjacent raw scores.

1he

soores of which this is true are not the same for each of the forms.
Oonsequently, if there were only a one point differenoe between two forms, and
the IQ equivalent for the raw scores differed, as it otten does (see Appendix
A), the IQ estimate of the individual or individuals obtaining these scores,
could differ by as much as 12 IQ points.

Despite these facts both Burgess

and Wright and the Ammonses considered the differences negligable (even while
statistically signif1cant).

The d1fterences found here are smaller than those

of Anmonses and the means are somewhat lower on each of the forms.
Oonsequent17 this population is minimally lower in intelligence than the adult
standardization sample.
Pearson product-moment correlations between forms arel I-il, .81J I and
Ul

QT

.90, II and Ul .77.

Gan

No direct comparison to the standardization for the

be made since A.mmons and Ammons did not report the oorrelations

between the three

sin~le

In 'table 2 it was seen that the mean inter-

tests.

form reliability based on Fisher's

z transformation

was .86.

The correlations

obtained here are high enough to meet the requirements of many practicioners
and yet low enough to leave doubt as to their use as equivalents,

(1959)

&rgess

had obtained lower oorrelations between forms (I-n ,62, :r-llI

II and III ,(1) without oomenting on their adequaoey,

on trends of rel.iOOi11 ty for the forms be drawn.
Kindergarten students.

.7!>;

Nor can any conclusion

Burgess t stud¥ involved

The difference between these interform correlations

and his may be a function of the different levels being tested.

Re1iab11i ty

is a measure of the item sampling whioh could be very different within the

same test at levels as divergent as ldndergarten and adult.
Table 10
A Comparison of Ammons) Burgess and Wright and Present Stu~

Means and standard Deviations

Ammons

Present stu4z

• (IdUlts)

(ldUIts)

1

Mean
SD

1

2

2

41.39 39.42 40.70 34.7 34.1
6.02

5.99

and

5.73

3.28 ).78

1

2

3

-96Most of the correlations between the QT and WAIS were found to be high.
They ranged from .19 to .86.

With 35 degrees of freedom" a oorrelation MUst

reach .325 for the 5% level of signifioanoe and .418 for the 1% level of
significanoe.

Most of the performance scales either do not reach significanoe

or reach only the $% level.

This was not true for the picture oompletion,

whioh did reaoh the 1% level on Forms I and II and the $% level on Form III.
Thus, hypothesis I must be rejected.

It stated that the correlation 'between

the two tests was not signifioantly different from zero.
correlations may be found in Table 11.

Raw soore

Average correlations for the scales

about which prediotions vere made were' vooabulary - .83} V .... 80; pioture
completion .... 44; p -

.50,

FS -

.75. The highest oorrelations were

with

vocabulary.. verbal IQ, information, oomprehension, and f'ull soale IQ.

It will

be noted that the picture oompletion test does not tap the same .function as
a picture vooabulary test to the extent expeoted.

For this group, int'ormation

and comprehension subtests are more similar to the picture vocabulary test in
the oharacteristios they measure or

~i8xperienoe

on whioh they depend.

It

had been expeoted that the picture completion would have a higher correlation

with vocabulary because the oompletion test is not complicated by word
finding difficulty in over-ideational, compu.lsive or anxiously unoertain
individuals.

While one must reject the h1Pothesis of no difference between

correlations for vooabulary, picture completion, V, P and FS, the prediotions

ot the order ot relationships are not proven by this rejection. The order
of correlations tor the other Variables specified. however, was in the
predicted direction.

-97Table 11

Pearson Product MOment Correlations
Between Ctr and WAIS Raw

Subtests

1

2

Score.

1..2

l ..J

2..,;

1+2..,;

.79

.76

.76

.78

I

.78

.73

J
.70

c

.7:.3

.66

.71

.73

.77

.77

.77

A

.37

.42

.43

.41

.41

.45

.43

s

.59

.56

.57

.60

.60

.61

DS

.20

.20

.19

.21

.59
.20

.21

.21

V

.85

.80

.76

.86

.83

.83

.86

DS

.:11

.35

.46

.48

.36

BD

.33

.lil

.28

.51
.38

.43
.45
.31

.38
.45
.36

.43

:PC

.49
.49

PA

• .31

.36

.19

.35

.26

.29

.30

OA

.21

.25

.20

.24

.21

.24

.2';

vs

.17

.74

.76

.79

.18

.80

.80

PS

.50

.SJ

.42

.5.4

.48

.so

.51

rs

.74

.7';

.70

.77

.14

.76

.77

.48

.36

-98The discussion thus far has been based on the correlations vdth qx raw
scores.

Table 12 contains the correiations with IQ.

It can be seen that

these correlations are generally lower than those :from Table 11 'lilhich are
The si~ test was used to determine the signif'icD1lce

based on raw scores.

of the observed differences.

The results of this eValuation are presented

in Table 13.
Table 12

Pearson Product lwbment Correlations Between

WAls and C8 Transf'omation to IQ

Subtest

1

2

~

1.2

1...3

2"'3

142.3

I

.76

.69

.63

.73

.70

.70

.72

c

.71

.63

.75

.68

.74

.74

.74

.A.

.37

.4(;

• .36

.39

.37

.43

.40

s

.61

.53

.55

.S8

.59

.S8

.59

m

.20

.20

.17

.20

.17

.20

.19

V

.85

.79

.74

.86

.81

.81

.84

DS

.43

•.36

.42

.39

.36

.40

PO

.51

.39

.51

.46

.45

.49

BD

.27

.33

.28

.32

.33

PA

.3°
.26

.34
.48
.36
.32

.18

.29

.21

.24

.26

OA

.18

.22

.24

.20

.22

.24

.24

vs

.76

.71

.72

.76

.75

.77

.77

PS

.47

.50

'.43

.50

.45

.48

.49

FS

.73

.70

.68

.73

.71

.73

.74

fable 1.3
Probability Values for the Differenoe
:Between WAIs-qr Raw
and IQ Score Correlations

Iorm

H

P

I

11

.146

II

12

.012

III

1.4

.066

I,II,m

37

.00006 .....

*

* All values based on two-tai1ed test.

**"

(Z value - h.6)

In using the sign test, a plus sign was assigned to those raw score
correlations which exceeded their cor:1p&rable IQ correlations.

While the

probabili ties of obtaining differences in this direction are only moderately
low for two of the individual foms, (probably because of their small N),
that for the total of correlations of the three forms is highly significant
(.00006).

These probabilities refer only to the direction of difference,

not to the degree of difference.

As a matter

ot fact, the actual differences

between Pearson rls range flOm .01 to .06, most being around .0.3.

This is

not a very large difference, but may indicate that the norms tor IQ transformation require improvenent.

For this population, at least, it

m~

be

necessary to establish new norms if ll8Xirilum efficiency of use of test items
is to be achieved.

Both correlations are presented here because many of the

studies reporting valid! ty estimates for intelligence tests do not specif1

whioh kind of data they used.

As oan be seen from these resul ta, this would

moderately complicate making inter-group comparisons.
The same in.t'ormation which was contained in Table

Figure 1, page 100.

n

may be

f'o1.Dld on

This grapb compares the three single forms rather than

the combination of forms.

A brief glance at this figure shows that, whUe

there are subtest differences, Form. I generally has the higher correlation,
especially with the seales usually used f'or comparison purposea with picture
vocabulary tests--vooabulary, verbal, performance and full seale.

lbte also

that the lover total correlation of Fom III with the full scale is more a
function of its lowered correlation with the performance subjests.

should be so is not apparent.

Why this

However, it is also true that the subtests

themselves show lower correlation for this sample than in Wechsler's .adult

standardizatiO'l'l.
groups.

Table

14 OOl'Ipares

the WArS inter-correlation ot the tvro

In this studj, the lowest inter-oorrel.ations are tor the subtests

digit span and picture arrangement.
correla.tions with the 'lX.

These also happen to have the lowest

This is not true of all forms, since FOrm I and

II obtained lower c»rrelations with object assembly than with picture

arranganent.

What do these facts mean?

They indicate that the criterion,

the WAIS, may be less reliable in this group than tor the standardization.

Therefore, the lowered oorrelation between qr andWAIS is not entirely the
IttaultU of tbe WAIS.

It one looks for the lowest inter-correlation, it is found to be on the
digit span test.

This test had the lowest mean of aU verbal scales (8.~{

with an 3D of 2.26).

The next lowest verbal soale was arithmetic (mean-

9.6 with an 3D of 3.29). The lowest of the performancesubtests was the

2 --------~

3 •••••••••

~"

....

-

".
."

6D

........ .

PA

OA

"

\'iliS Scores
Figure 1
OT Correlations with \oJAIS Subtests. Vt

':;'100-

1',

FS (raw scores)

p

F

-101digit symbol (8.1 with an 3D of 1.87).

low scores on these three tests are

cOnlllOnly interpreted as signs of ai thaI" orga'1ici ty or disabling anxiety.

Wb.:Ua it is not intended to discuss the rationale behind this interpretation,

nor to enumerate those who accept and those who reject it, comment on it is
It was apparent to the examiner that large numbers of the subjects

in order.

were quite anxious during the entire testing, and often more blatantly so
in this particular subtest.
Table

14

Comparison of Pearam Product Moment Correlations betweenWAIS

subtests and Full Seale For the Ibrmative Group and Present Sample

I

Ibmative
Group

.8L

Present
Sample

.16

o

A

s

.11

.75

.15

v

PA

DS

OA

.62 .8.3

.69

.16

.61

.11 .65

.39 .. 78

.62

.11

.64

.59 .S9

This point is made because it m'V have special bearing on future researo

with the

rtt.

Let us suppose that the picture vocabulary test were later to

be administered to a large group of quadriplegics.

It has already been

stated that they could not do the complete performanCE: part of the WArS.
Consequently, the verbal scales W)uld be used.

Now, i f oertain of these

scales, speoifically arithmetio and digit span, are indeed susceptible to the
disabling effects of anxiety, and sucn. anxiety is a characteristio of this
group more so than the general population, one would want to eliminate or

-102oontrol this factor in validation studies utilizing the

~'!AIS.

This could

be done by admirlistr'ation of anxiety scales such as the Taylor Hanifest
Anxiety Scale or the Test (':'Uestionaire Anxiety Scale.

By eliminating

anxiety-affected items or statistically controlling for their effects, a
more reaJ..istic evaluation of the actual correlation between two IQ tests
would be obtained.
To return nOl-1 to the validity of the three ([f forms, which is the best,
alone or in oombination?
foliol-1SC

.74;

It will be recalled that the correlations "Jere as

Form I - vocabulary

Fo~n II -

.35;

verbal. 77; performance

.50;

full soale

.dO; .74; .53; and .73; and Form III - .70; .76; .42; and .70.

'fueae relationships may be seen in Figure 2, page

103.

AriIDlOns and A.rro:lons

(1962, p. 141) have recommended the use of all three forms in those testing
situations oonsidered the "cloud area. It

Examples would be individuals having

an IQ over ). ?r;, or situGtions vlhere important decisions have to be made
re<-JUiring the most reliabUity.

HO~lever,

atter examining Table 11, it can

be seen that the highest. correlations are not for the three forms combined.
Some are lligher, to be. sure, but not consistently nor outstandingly so.
oombination of Forms I and II appears by
best prediction.
forms.

in~pection

A

to be a good choice for

Figure 2 oompares this combination "1i th the three single

There is no signifioant difference between correlations for 1 and

2 with full

so~,le

and Forms I-II.nI with full scale.

Consequently, the

combination of' Forms I and II v.JOuld seem to give just as good results as
all three forms.

Stating this another

irlay~

should one use a sinGle form or

a combination of forms" he 7J1ay safely forget about Form III .·rl.thout losing
much, if anything, in the way of predictive accuracy.

It must be ranembered,
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-104however, that W.s 1s true onlT tor a group ot intellectuaJ.l7 average
individuals.

Each of the forms may contribute diti'erent17 to the predictive

value of the whole test a.t higher or lower intellig8llOe levels.
In disoussing the reliabilit7 of the forms, it was noted that the highest
estimate was between Form I and III.

In view of this, and recognizing the

distribution of sample rs around the true r, these foms would be the best
ohoioe

to asoertain the e:tfects of an intermediate eq:>erlenoe on the vooab-

ulary leftl ot an individual.

An example of this might be pre and post tber-

ap7 comparisons, or the effect of induced anxiet7 on vocabulary' performance.
Frequently, it is helpful to spell out the meaning of the statistioal
results to indicate 'iilhat might be expeoted of a test.

1£ a scatter diagram

were alated for the spread of these soores, it would se seen that only one
individual of a whole group obtained a. score 10 points higher than his WAIS

acore.
20.

As a matter of fact, the difference between his scores was closer

to

On the other hand, four individuals obtained. WAtS scores more than 10

points above their Qr scores.

Two of these were in the superior range,

IQ-120, and two were in the average range, IQ - 9.$-100.

Oaemay not

generalize and say that the qr 1s likel7 to give lower estimates of IQ tor
those in the superior range, as might have been suspected.

It can be said,

however, from this sample, not only that the Qr mean IQ for a group wUJ. be
lower than their WAIS mean, but that there will be a few reversals of this
relationship.

The largest discrepancies as well as the average minor

disorepancies will lie in the ctt underestimation•.
It will be recalled that this was not the case with the other picture
vooabulary' tests.

Only one of the lRPV studies reported here has a lower

-lOSWAIS or SB than pictu re vocab ulary mean (Stem e, 1960) .

Sever al other s

which repor ted the means for both tests indic ated the oppo
site trend (Ho and
Delil ah, 1963J Gross berg, 1964J Richa rdson and Koble r, 19541
and stern e,
19(0) . The same tende ncy was gener ally found for the other
pictu re vocabulaJ.'7
tests .

H:1Jnelstein and Hernd on (1%2 ) found it with the PPVT in a
group of
psych iatric patie nts, and Tobia s and Gorel ick (1961) obser
ved it among adult s.
The one criti cal evalu ation of the Van Alsty ne by Vacchione
(1963) repor ted
the same thing . If the resul ts obtai ned with these p.9tie nts
are replic ated,
It will indic ate that the i.lt is rai;he r uniqu e in compa rison to the
other
pictu re vocab ulary tests . Common sense would expec t a pictu
re voc"h ulary to
be easie r than a defin ition VOOabulary test. The CXlmparison
is much like
that betwe en objec tive tests and essay exa.."'lUJ.

With the forme r, both simpl e

recog nition and guess ing can raise the score .

It is possi ble that the

autho rs' preca ution s again st guess ing on the QT have signi
fican tly elimi nated
this oontr ibutio n to easie r and highe r score s.

The most legiti mate manner of compar.:lng one test to anoth er
1s by
admin isteri ng each to the Sf:mC indiV idual and then comparing
them. to a common
orite rion. Since this was not done here,. (usin g the other
vocab ulary tests )

the only compat'ison that can be made is with the stati stics
on the vario us
1nst:n.nnents. Our resul ts show highe r valid ity estim ates than
Hunt and Frenc h
(1949) and Hunt et. al. (1948) had obtain ed. wtth their abbre viatio
n of the
Ter:man-Merr:Ul vocab ulary for naval recru its. The QT corre
lation u:lth the
verba l scale are compa rable to that obtai ned by Thorn dike
(1942 ) who compared
his modi fioati on of the lEIt soale to GAVD (.8) . None of
the PPVT studi es
repor t as high a valid ! ty estim ate for V, P, orFS on WISe:
or WAIS as was

-106obtained here.

Of course, all of then dealt with a defective population,

more otten children than not.

HOvI do es the QT compare to the parent 1

Wechsler correlations were muoh lower for those studies dealing with college
students (Allen at. 81., 1954; 1955, 1956) but comparable for non-college

adults, (Allen, et.

al.,

1954). In Allm's group of psychiatric subjects,

the Fru'V etudy USing the WAIS as a criterion (sterne, 1960) also obtained
higher correlations with FS (.84.).

Both of these studies have obtained

higher performanae correlations, which would til'ld to elevate the Fa

oorrelation in comparison to this groUP.

On the basis of this single study,

the only advantage of the ([t OYer the FRPV 18 its brevity in time required
for administration and number of materials used.

Of oOUl"se, the fair

comparison between the two tests will have to be made with more groups at
d1f£erent lC!MUs.

With this population, one carmot tell whether the authors

have in fact, improved the oeiling.

Two of the largest discrepancies between

the qr and WAIS were found to be with Sa having an FS of 120.
suggest some doubt about the actual oeiling improvement..

This may

In conaluding the

oomparison, ".. might echo Miner (1961) who has extensively reviewed vocabulary tests in a previous publication.

One of his closing comments was that

the short vocabulary tests usually show

Ii

tests.

correlation around

.75

w.i.til general

He considered this a favorable co:mparison to the .83 of the longer

and presumab:Q'.mOre re11ab1e vooabulary test.

In the QT,

we

have a test

which is ugood as the majority .0,£' short vocabulary tests, picture and
.

~

otmrwise, and has non-statistical adVantages over many of them.

The test is

probably better than manyot those reviewed by Miner, in so.far as the
oorrelations they report were often corrected for attenuation and evaluated

-107Thus, the. 75 average he reports is not based

for double or triple length.
entirely on observed data.

As was expected, the correlations obtained with this population were not

as high as those of the original standardization.

Ammons and Ammons t (1962)

statement that their estimates were pre-shrunk is not confirmed by this
study.

The difference in reliability and vglidity between the three forms

suggests that an item analysis would be in order.

It has already been

mentioned that some of the correct responses were inconsistent with co:mmon
usage.

Although no complete item analysis was made in this stuctr" one item

was counted just to check this inconsistency.

The word "pacify" is class-

ified at the ¥.Jl level 16, below the hard adult level.
the total sample chose the correct item.

Two

scores for the combined foms -- 101 and 104.
celling level for most Ss.

ot these obtained average
The word was not wi thin the

Even those of low IQ passed a word or words

above this single word as well as above the level.
p".cture

OnlY' three people of

Most of the Sa chose

4 containing the woman consoling the girl. This is only one item

and certainly does not argue for the general poor qual1ty of item selection.
However" if each i tern must be highly discriminating, such picayune
criticisms are necessary.
The correlations obtained are high enough to warrant the use of the
instrument with quadriplegics.

It is recommended" however, that the study

be replicated with quads rather than use the instrument on the basis of these

resul ts.

First of all, this would give more meaning to the results because

of being based on 2 samples that could be treated separately or together.
The larger N would be better for an item analysis as well as for the

...10B-

establishment of norms for the groUP.

Tr.i.s

wou~i..d retel~

to the norms for

IQ transformation rather than simple establishment of the limits of

reliability and validity.

-109CHAPTER V

Summary and Conclusions

This thesis proposed to evaluate the relationship between theWAIa
and the QT as measures of intelligence in a group of hasp! tall zed" male
paraplegics.

The WArS was used as the criterion measure for dete.m:ining

the valid1ty of the
reoognition test.

ctr,

a new short tonll visual-perceptual VOQabula.ry

This instrwnent had been constructed as an improvel1lent

upon the Ammons' FRPV.

The authors, Am!r..ons and Ammons (1962) desired to

provide al.ternate forms for the FRPV, shorten the forms and improve the
test's e.tticiency at higher IQ levels.

Their re1iabili ty est1mates from

the normative study were quite bigh--in the .90s-as were the validity

coefficients--in the .90s with the MV as the criterion, and in the
with school grades.

.40.

For an a.dult sample, using the Ohio state kam

percentiles as criteria, the validities '!tIere midway betwe(m the a.bov., .62.

The qr had not been compared to the WAIS.

The q.r was designed for quick testing, as the name states, and also
.for use wi tIl physically handicapped indi.viduals who could be discr1minated
against on the standard tests requiring motor faci11ty.

However, the

standardization population did not include such a group, nor did it include·
Negroes, who are obviously a part of most hospitals ",1.th patients
suffering .from long range physical impairment.

,

The study was motivated not only by the

~sire

in fact, the QT 'WOuld approximate WAr;;> IQ as well as

to ascertain whether,

Ammol').S

.and Amnlons had

predicted, but also because of a pressing practical need for an instrument
that could be used w.ith quadriplegiCS at Hines Veteran Administration Hospital.

-110The psyohologist working with spinal oord injury patients at that hospital

m.ust help in the rehabUitation of these patients by waluating and prescribing appropriate vooational re-training.

Most of the spinal cord injury

patients, particularly the quadriplegios, can no longer function in their
previous workciapacity.
'l'he literature on abort form intelligence testa was reviewed and it was

concluded that there is general acreement that vocabulary testa can be the
moat valid single test to determine general intelligence.

A rather extensive

renew of picture vocabulary teats vuthen presented from

~~

and an evaluative vantage point.

historical

!he first picture }JOCabulat7 test, the Van

Alst1Jl8, was designed primarily £or use with children and

very limited. use, judging by published reporta.

\9&S tC'4~:'

'tf: be

~.n

Stl'1ld.ng 11mitations in both

the standardization and the reporting of it were noted.

The same lim1ted

scope o£ use and poor qual1ty of reporting was found for the Immediate reat
and the Quick Word fest.

Theae two tests were especial17 llm1.ted in being

applicable to eertain groups onlT-lUle prisoners, tor example.
that was considered a better instrument is the Q,mjnion T••t.

Another test

It is pr'-mari

tor children and thus tar hal norms only' for a Oanad1an school population.
More complete information and extensive use was found for the .Peabod;r Picture
Vocabulary Test.

Iio'IRIVer, this instrument appears to have b....;designed.

especial17 tor J or at least used pr1mar1ly with, the mentallT ret- ~-ded.
Ueually it i8 used with children. but, it has been applied to at least three

retarded adult groups (Tobias and Gorelick, '1961).

The parent of the QT,

the MV, vas found to have the broadest appl1cabU1t1 of the picture

vocabular,r teats.

One of the more serious oriticisms of it was the

-lllinadequate ceiling for IQs above 12$. The picture vocabulary tests vere
found to correlate around. 70 with the .:f'ull length standard tests.

In reviewing the normative data on the qt, critio1sms were m.ade of the

heavy reliance on the FHPV a.'J a criterion measure.

Although the authors

did not include Negroes in their standardiza:Lion nor oontrol £01' geographio
looation, they did

populations.

reoom..~end

the establishment o£ separate norms £01' d.i££erent

It was felt that their own norms suffered from poor item
'lhis thesis was designed to gather preliminary

selection at oertain levels.
data that oould be used

£01'

~p1nal

the establishment of ser)arate norms for the

oord injury' seotion at Hines Hoapital.

In order to be able to oompare the qr to the full soale WArS in this
study, paraplegics were used rather than quadripleGios.

It was hypothesized

that there would be no intellectual. difference between these groups as a
result

ot

the level at whioh the cord was broken.

Any difterence would

be a

tunoti?n ot the in:tel11genoe ot the individual prior to injury, the age at

whioh he mq have been injured, and the psychologioal. reaction to the injury.
The more severe the latterJ the more likely an impair.llleIlt of intellectual
The effect of this 'WOuld be controlled by ohoosing subjects

tunctioning.

without psychiatric diagnosis.

Consequently, we would expect similar

reliability and validity .tor comparable groups of paraplegics and.
The subjects chosen tor this study were

24

and

45.

.35

quadriplegic~.

paraplegios between the ages ot

None were alcoholiCS, brain damaged, psychiatrioally di.agnosed

or on d...""Ugs known to af'£eot intellectual !\motioning.

All were volunteers.

Both tests were administered in one sitting in oounterbalanced order by the
same exandner.

-ll2Mean age of the subjects was 35.29 with an SD ot 5.28.
education was 10.85 with an SO ot 2.14.

The group was tound to be of average

intelligence as indioated by WAIS sooress J ....
SD

ot l.'477;

WAlS IQ -

FS - 100.4, SO

ot 10.56.

Mean level ot

lOl.l~

SD ot 10.67; p - 100.2,

The qr consistently underestimated

Form I -98.5, with an 3D ot 13.47J Form II .... 96.4 with an 3D of

10c. 89; lorm III - 94.8 with an SO ot U.W+.

The ditferenoe between the means

on the two tests was signifi.oant well beyond the .01 lev'el.

'l'he three QT

torms did not meet the cn teria tor parallel foms as determined by the
Oullioksen.Wilks I..,m, formula (OUllicksen, 1950).

Failure to do so was

based. on differenoe both in means and variances and/or covariances.

Pearson

produot-moment oorrelations between the toms werea I-II .81J I-nI .90;

II and III .77.

.Pearson correlations with theWAIS were also high.

The

highest of these were with vooabulary, verbal, information, comprehension
and full scale.

The correlations by form are summarized in Table 15.

Raw

score correlations were min1mall.y higher than IQ transformation.

Table 15
Pearson Product Moment Oor;relations
with 'dAIS

raw scores

I

II

III

Vocabulary

.85

.80

.78

.66

Verbal

.77
.50

.74

.76

.80

.53

.42

.51

.73

.70

.77

iertorma:nce
lull Scale

-1l3All of these aorrelations were sign1f::Lcant at, t.he .01 level.

Oowelations

with performance subtests were much. luwer than those with Verbal. . . lIOuld

be expected.
Both reliabllities and val1.ditics were found to be lower than most of

those in the standardization study and lower than those pred1ctec.t by the
authors.

They were surfic:ient11" high to warrant use of the instrument with

the physica1.ly handiOapl)ed.

It was recommended that further validation with

1(Q.adr1plegics be initiated, using the liAIS verbal scale as a cdte1'ion.

It

was also recommended that the results from both groups be combined in order

to do an i tam. analy'sis prior to tht:; establishment of separate IQ norms for
the group.

It was fina.lly concluded that this instrument was a.t least as good a.s
others aVailable for testing the physically handicapped.

In comparloon to

other t)icture vocabulary tests, it is tile shortest, most easily administered
with a range of applicability- £rom infancy to adulthood.

limitations in standardization, it

sr~ws

Detipite some

improvement over the others in this

:2T

It:em Card board

R. 8 . Ammons
C. H. Ammons

I
belt
dancin g
traffic
w histle
fence
drink
wreck
music
medicine
gun

cans
chewin g
fa lling
dinner
cow
grocer ies
hat
sit ting
countr y
danger

=--=--- -=-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -0
a~
p~PM

racing
salt
woman
sugar
track
school
partne r
couple s
rail
respec tful
betting
daring
stadiu m
pedest rian
gracef ul
fluid
solutio n
discipl ine
bleach ers
crystal lized
turnta ble
saccha rin
immat ure
cordia lity
velocit y
decisiv e
lacera tion
foliage
impera tive
intima cy
concoc tion
conviv iality
chevro ns
condim ent
cacoph ony
miscibleimbibe
amicab le
punge nt

3

2

------

r iver
tasting
shelve s
sky
t a ble
careles sness
manne rs
adding
in ju ry
merch andise
waitre ss
horizo n
retail
irrigat ion
unawa re
curren t
fertile
descen ding
spacio us
propri etor
inatten tive
indulg ing
precip itation
freshe t
transo m
consum ption
aquati c
perilou s
terrain
immin ent
foresig ht
conden sation
satiati on
viscera l
bovine
replete
prehen sion
ingress
celerit y
© P..lYcho log ica l Test Special ists 1902 _

sheet
exercis e
machin e
burner s
aud ience
dish
drying
food
fork
crowd
slice
w ash ing
tears
fightin g
kit chen
tasty
windy
pitiful
contes t
sorrow
loser
heartb reak
strugg le
rotary
oppon ents
grief
utensil s
lever
por tion
edible ·
exhibi tion
soothe d
caress
comba tant
forlorn
n utrien t
solace
pacify
contor ted
jets
dolefu l
tines
discon solate
susten ance
maudl in
gustat ory
poigna nt
bellico se
comes tible
despon dency

I

Jj

-.;a
I

Top of Card

11-1
Answer Alternat ives
( key to left of Items)

1

I

I I
I

4 belt ( easy )
1 dand ng ( easy )
4 traffic ( eas )

4 whistle ( easy )
5

3 fe nLe ( easy)
2 drink ( easy )
1 musIC ( easy)

2 pepper I easy)
3 rauf' ( easy)
2 sal t ( easy)
woman ( asy)
2 sugar ( e_a_sy_'_l_ __

'3 track
z>

"r,
:r:
>
~
~

o
Z

en

10

15

\ easy)

4 school (6)

partner (6,
couples ( 7)
, rail \ 7 )
4respecr£ul ( 8)
3 bettIng (8)
3 daring (9)
3 stadium (9)
4 pedestrian (10)
Igraceful (10)
2 fhud ( 11)
2 solution ( 11)
4 dIscipline (12)
3 b leachers (12)

20

25

30

35

3 velocity (15)
4 deCISive (16)
3 laceration (16 )
3 foliage ( 17 )
4 imperative (17)

intimacy (18)
2 concoction (18)
1 conviviality (18+)
4 chevrons ( 18+)
2 condiment ( hard)

40

45

3 cacophony ( hard )
2 miSCIble (hard)
2 imbibe ( hard)
amICable ( hard)
2 pungent ( hard )

50

Score _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:l,

2 sheet ( easy )
exercise ( easy)
2 machine ( easy)
4 burners ( easy )
audience ( easy)

dIsh ( easy)
dryi ng ( easy)
food ( easy
fork ( easy )
country ( easy)
4 danger eas y)
10
c()wd ( easy)
----------,3 plate ( easy)
3 slICe ( easy )
1 r'ver ( easy)
2 washing (easy)
j taslln.!,
easy
4 tears ( eas~)
2 shel \'es easy)
1 flg hll ng ( easy 1
1 sky ( easy)
15
4 kItchen ( easy
3 tasty ( easy)
- 3table (easy )
4 (arelessness (6)
2 windy ( 6)
3 manners ( 6)
4 p itiful ( 6)
2 adding (7)
1 conte t (7)
"I injury (~)
20
4 sorrow (")

1 honzon (9)
2 retail ( C)
1 IrrtgatJon ( 10)
4 unaware ( 10;
current ( 1 1 )
1 fe rtile ( 11 I
4 descending ( 12)
1 spacious (12)
2 proprietor ( 13)
4 Inattentive ( 13)
3 indulging (1 4)
precipitation (14)
freshet (15)
4 transom (1 5)
3 consumption (16)
1 aquatic (16)
4 perilous (17)
1 terrain (17)
4 imminent ( 18)
2 fo resight ( 18)
1 condensation (18 + )
3 satiation ( hard)
3 visceral ( hard)
1 bovine (18+)
3 replete ( hard)
3 prehension ( hard)
4 ingress ( hard)
3 celerity ( hard )

~

3
2
3
3

2 merchandIse ( 8)

( 13 )
(14)
( 14)

( 15)

5

3 wamess ( 8)

2 crystallized (13)
turntable
2 saccharin
4 immature
cordialIty

2 cans ( easy)
3 chewIng ( easy)
4 tailIng easy)
? dIn ner ( easy)
1 cow (easy )

2 grocenes ( easy)
4 hat ( easy)
3 si[(i,lg ( easy )

3 wreck ( easy )
2 medlCl ne (easy)
4 gun easy)

FORM

FORM 2

FORM 1

25

h .l

I I

I I

I

2 rotary \ 10)
1 opponents (9)

I I

~ rie£

I

+tv

(10)

3 u tensils ( 1 1)
2 lever (1 1)
3 portion (12)
3 edible ( 12 )

exhibition ( 13 )
soothed (13)
caress ( 14)
combatant ( 14)
4 forlorn ( 15)
1
4
4
1

35

I

1 10 er ( 7)
4 heartbreak ( 8)
struggle I 9 )

4

30

CD

+
'"

3 nutrient ( 15)
4 solace (16)

40

1 p acify ( 16)
1 contorted ( 17)
4 jets (17)

tv

+
""

4 dol eful (18)

45

3 ti nes (18 +)
4 disconsolate ( 18)
3 sustenance (18
4 maudlin ( hard )

50

3
4
1
3
4

+)

gu statory ( hard)
pOIgnant ( hard)
bellIcose ( hard)
comestible ( hard)
despondency ( hard)

+tv
+
'"

.&1' l ' l'..l~1JJ.A

.&

\

~vu

... . /

QT NORMS:

Based on the performance of a total sample of 458 ' white children and adults. The sample was rigorously
quota-controlled for age, sex, grade in school , and father'S, husba nd's or own occupation. See R. B. Ammons and C. H. Ammons,
THE QUICK TEST ( QT ): PROVISIONAL MAN UAL, Psychological R epo1·ts, 1962.

TABLE 1
M ENTAL AGE NORMS FOR WHITE CHILDREN AND ADULTS
Mental
Single Forms
Combination Forms
Me ntal
Age
Age
2
1+2
1+ 3
2+3 1+2+3
3
10*
1.5
3*
3*
3*
7*
7*
7*
1.5
2.0
7*
14*
21*
7*
14*
2.0
7·
14*
10
2.5
20
2. 5
19
19
29
9
9
24
24
12
12
12
3.5
24
3.5
36
14
14
4.5
15
28
28
4. 5
43
29
46**
15**
31*·
31**
30**
5.0
5.0
15**
16* *
6.0
6.0
18
17
18
36
35
53
35
20
20
20
7.0
40
40
40
60
7.0
8.0
22
22
22
44
44
8.0
44
66
24
24
24
48
48
9.0
72
9.0
48
26
10.0
26
26
52
52
52
78
10.0
11.0
28
28
28
84
11.0
56
56
56
12.0
60
60
12 .0
30
60
90
30
30
()3
13 .0
13.0
32
32
32
63
63
95
14.0
66
66
66
100
14.0
33
33
33
70
15 .0
70
70
105
15.0
35
35
35
16.0
74
74
110
16.0
37
74
37
37
115
17.0
17.0
38
38
38
77
77
77
120
40
40
80
80
80
18.0t
18.0t
40
42
82
82
82
125
42
42
19.0t
19.0t
tAdult IQs and percentiles should ordi narily be used fo r persons scoring at or beyond
these levels.
·Estimated from normalized frequ ency distribution of scores of 2-yr.-olds.
**Estimated by interpolation between norms for 4-yr. group and kindergarten group.

1-

I

S;I

-

T ABLE 2
lQ AND P ERCENTILE NORMS FOR W HITE A DULTS
Combination Forms
IQ ' Percentile
1+2 1+3 2+3 1+2+3
150
160+
160+
155
100
100
100
149
155
148
150
150
147
145
145
99.9
99.9
99
99
99
140
140
146
145
135
50
50
50
135
98
98
98
99
99
143
130
49
49
49
97
97
93
130
98
97
142
125
48
125
48
95
95
95
95
96
140
120
120
48
46
47
94
90
90
93
93
11 6
46
138
85
11 6
85
47
45
92
91
93
11 3
80
92
80
91
136
11 3
90
110
91
110
46
44
135
45
90
89
75
75
44
108
108
70
45
43
89
90
88
70
133
131
106
87
38
86
106
42
104
44
86
87
85
129
60
104
60
43
102
84
85
127
102
43
83
84
42
41
42
82
125
100
50
100
50
83
41
40
41
82
82
81
123
98
98
40
81
81
121
40
40
40
80
96
39
96
11 8
94
79
79
94
79
11
5
92
92
38
77
77
77
30
30
39
39
111
25
74
74
90
25
90
38
36
37
75
20
34
109
87
20
87
36
36
71
72
71
84
104
84
15
68
69
68
15
35
35
33
64
10
32
32
32
63
80
10
80
63
96
58
58
90
75
5
30
30
30
59
75
5
82
2
27
25
28
52
52
70
2
70
53
24
48
47
25
23
47
77
65
65
42
21
22
20
42
70
60
60
43
.1
21
20
40
.1
19
66
55
55
39
39
18
17
60
50
50
19
35
36
35
18
16
17
34
45
57
45
33
33
16
14
15
31
40
40
52
30
30
• u adj usted to 15 IQ points. IQs above 135 , below 65 have been estimated from normalized frequ ency dis tributions.
IQ' Percentile

Single Forms
1
2
3
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Personal Data on Subjects
Educ.

Afae

1
2***
3
4
5
6
7
B

9
10
li

12
13

14
15
16
11
18
19
20
21*"'''*
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
~

31***
32
33

34
35

'***
***
*IH'''*

29'11"

39~

$"

38' 1"
hJ f 77"
38' 7"
41'10"
42 t 11"
37' 7"
33' 1"
35'11"
26' 3ft
26' 5"
31' 9"
.34'11"
2tl t I:'
38 1 7"
35' 5"
24 t 8ft
31 'loft

35'
41' 4"
47' 6"
42' 1"
32' 7"
35'10"
36' 8"
24' 3ft
33 1 8"
29'11"

8n

33'
43' 6"
37' 9"
31'11"
,)9' 3"
30 110"

H{*)

lit

11"

12'
9'
11'
12'
9'
1212'

132"
13"
96"
144"
120"
40"
ill::.ff'
109"
28"
36 ft
43 11

11t

8'
12'
12'
129'
12'
12'
10'
91
12'
10'
16'
13"
11t
6~

4'

9'
121

14'
1112'
10'
12'
9'

12'
5'

112"

10n

15'

180"
80"

4"
14"
1211

84"
36lt
42"

36"

10"
16 11
24"
2611
18"
120"
84"

I(iE*)

11"

221"
13"
206"
192"
120"
\0"
168"
109"

72"

,)6"

43 ft
136"

14"

15"
222"
168 It
4"
99"
163"
120n
180"

84"
;;6"

20"
91"
)4"
140·
18"
120"

Race
IN
W

w

N

w

N
IN

n

N

w
W
W
W

I

w

w
N

n

:;~

M
M

1-1
M
S
S
1-1

D
1-1

D
S
S
D
I-I
:t-I
S
S
M

itl
hI

H

Vi
N
N

D

Sp

D
11
H

~v

1M

w

D
""T

w

s

N

M
H.

W

D

W

84"

w

21"

108"

W

S

24"

130"

vi
W
W

r1
1'1

45"

5"

n

45
7"

Length of hospitalization
Time since injury
Subject was tested while lying on litter
Harital status

D
1>1
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WArS Scores

Subtest

SiibJ. i

0

10
9
13
12
12
10
10
9
12
11
13
12
9
10
12
10

14

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
.25
26
27

28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

7

6
7
9
13
11
8....
;)

8
10
14
10
8
12
11
11
11
10

9

9

17
14
16
11
13
7
12
13
13
9
10
9

14

16
8
6
12
8
15
13
6
4
8
12
13
11
10
17
12
11
14
16
11

I

S

Jl~

10
7
13
9
11

7
7
6

l"L

7

(3

10
11

12
8
12
8
10
7
16
8
10
7
15

10
9
13
11
13
10
11

II

11

9
6
10
7
13
10

10
11
10
9
13
10

7

9

6

7

12

6
7
6
7
10
13.
8
13
8 14
9
9
10 15
9 12
14 10
9 12
11
II
6
9

11

11
9
12

1
7
4
10
12
7
7
10
7

7

7
11
6

10
7
9
6
9

12
6
7
9
9
11
14
7
10
9

V DS
11
9
11
10
12
10
11
6

8
7
7
7
11
7
7

II

8
7

11
12
10
10
9
13
11
8
6
8
9
16
12
9
6
9
11
13
10
6
II

14
10
11
12
8

.5

11

10
9
6
11
II

4

8
9
10
8
8

,~
5
11
10
10
8

:7
10

q,
':
I

9
9

ro m
12
10
9
-9
10
6
8
2
13
9

14

11
11
10
13
9
6
9
10
8
16
8
7
11
1
12
13
12
11
11

8
7
. :t.l

11

9
9

9

15
3
8
6
10
11

15
14
10
11
13
12
9

8

11
7
10
12
10
8
8
10
11
9
12
9
9
II

7't

11
10

10

II

PI

aA

vs

P'S

FS

9
9

12
10
8
12
12
9
9
4
12
12
15
9
9
10
17
12
6
9
10
8
12
12

99
89
110
107

108
99
99
101
116
84
89
67
111
103
125
112
103
97
127
109

103
93
105
105
115
89
100
,77
108
99
121
106
99
91
121
108

12

10
10
9
6
4
15
9
14
15
9
10
16
9
9
9
11
8
9

8
10
10
6
10
14
13
12
9
10
9

11
9
10

•

12
10
11
7
11
17
10
8

10
12
12
10

114
94
108
86
104
97
116
100
97
88
115
106
89
83
99
87
119
103
88
80

87
108
107
99

90
113
109
110
103
110
91

34

90
100
89
112
103

96

99
87
110
106
107
114
95
99
96
103
101
101

86

85
99
87
117
103
91

84

86

109
107
103
100
106
105
104
103
106

95
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Raw qr Soores

Subjects

1

2

3

1...2

1"'3

2.3

1.2...3

1

47
37

46
36

47
36
42
42
43
34
39
.34

93
73
84

94
73
83
84
90
72
76
68
91
78

93
72

146

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
.34
35

41
42

47

)8

J7

34
46
J9

42
4J

rJ46

46
31

.34
.37
41
49
43
38
30
37

41

47
42
32
48
48

41

40

36

)8

43

39
4.3
34
34
32
40
40
42
37
32
39

44

37
35
35
31
37
45

41

36
29

J6

43
44
40
.33
J9

45
42
40

41
J6

45

39
38
40
37
39

44

116
J4
32

81

90
12
71
tiJ
86
79

84

80

70
80
90
8.3
66

29
37
40
40
41
31
44
44
41

69
74
78
94
84
74
59
73
84
91
82
65
87
93
83

34

87
74

3'/

J8

45
42
a2

36
44

80

80

8.3
75
80

90
92
65

66

74
79
94
85
70
59
74
81
87
83
63
92
92
82
76
90
72

85
81

86
68

7.3

66

85
79
80
77
69
78
88

8.3
69
67
74
75
90
83
68

58
73
83
84
8J.

64
8.3
89

8.3
76

85

70

109
126
12.3
1.33
106

no

100
131
u8
122
120
107
119
134
129
100
101
ill

ll6
139
126
106
88

llO
124
131
123
96
l.3l

137
124
u6
1.31
108
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qr Scores Converted 1'0 I. Q.

§ljjects

!

~

1

116
89
98
100
116
90
88
8.3
110
92
100
102

120
90
108
96
108
87
87

2

3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
.30
31

.32
.33

.34

.35

90

98
110
110
77
83
88
98
1.30
102
90
70
89
98
116
100

80
120
120
98
96
110
90

80

.98
98
104
91
80
96

110

91
88

89
89
91
116
100
90
74
90
108
110
98
"" '.

. 96
116

104
98
100
90

.

,

120
87
100
100
104
8.3
92
8.3
110
92
91
96
90
92
108
' 116
82
80
90
91
UO
100
80
7.3
90
96
96
98
78
108
108
98
87
108
8.3

Foms

1.2

1.j

2+,]

11?t3

120
89
102
96
110
88
87
8.3
104
94
102
95
86
95
110
100
8.3
85
90
93
122
102
90
76
89
102
113
98
81
106

120

120
88
104
98
106
84
89
8.3
104
94
96
92
85
93
108

120
87
101
98
108
85
88
82
106
94
97
95
85
95
109

120

100
95
106
90

88
99

100
108
87
91
84
110
9.3
95
9~

90
95
108
113
81

83
89
94
120
102
85
75
89
96
104
·99
79
11.3
11.3
98
91
108

87

102

85

83
90

91
113
102
84
75
89
102
103
98
81.
102
llO

102
91
104
86

104

82
8.3
90
93
118
101
85
73
89
99
106
98
80
106
114
99
93
106
86

-124APPENDIX F
DESCRIPTION OF THE Q. '1'.

The CIt consists of three picture plates on 8 inoh by 10 inoh cardboard;
an item cardboard for the testee; and a record sheet for the examiner, plus at

instruction oa..""dboard for the examiner.

Reproduction of the materials _

be

found in Appendix A.
Each of the picture plates contains four, black and white line drawings.
An attempt wa.s made by the authors to distribute the correct responses

e<raally among the four pictures.

Situations depicted on these pictures

are COIllm(}n ones withwhioh most Americans would have had some experienoe.
The nam.e of the test &'1d the form number are on the back of each pla.te.
The i tEn cardboard contains three lists of words to be used individually
with each of the separate forms.

Thus, while the stimulus pictures are on

separate sheets, the stimulus words are all on the same cardboard.

This aheei

is to be given to testees who can read at or beyond an Hi (mental age) level
of 13.

It is not imperative that they hold the cardboard or even read it

while the tester calls tho words out.

It is available to minimize the

effects of either mispronunciation on the part of the examiner, or unfamiliarity of the sound of the harder words for the subjeot.
The record sheet, to be used by the examiner and kept out of sight of

the subject, has

inform~,tion

on the front and back.

On the back, there is

,basic normative data.

Separate forms are given for the three forms and all

oombinations of them.

Soores oan be converted into percentiles.

ohildren from

1.5 to 19.0" or IQ tor adults. 'l'he

l1A. tor

total correct is the nWllber

-12.$answered correctly in rea.ohing the criteria of 6 consecutive passes as a base
and 6 oonsecutive failures.

Subjects are given credit tot" all items below

the easiest item passed.
file f'ront of the record sheet has space f'or basio information suohas

name, age, sex, eduoation, and raw scores. a.tmuar to the item cardboard,
this side of this sheet of paper oontains the three lists of words.

However,

alter each 'WOrd, the picture number of the correct response is printed.

number appears to the lett of' each word.

This

At the upper part of the page there

is a square representing each of the pictures, and these squares are
appropriatelY' numbered 1-2-.3-4 as these pictures would be seen when viewed
bY'the subject.

On the right of the stimulus wrd, the authOrs have indicated

the approximate difficulty level of that item.
MAs through

4.5) the numbers 6 through 16+ ref'er

"HARD" refera to above average adults.

rather than exact.

For example, "EASY" refers to
to approximate 14Asj and

The difficulty levels are approximate

The difficulty level refers to the estimated 50% passing

point f'o1' the f'inal standardisation group_

The order, on the other hand, 1s

that f'or the preliminary selection group of 143 Sa.

T4. authors believed

that the i terns should be kept in the order used with the normative population,
but that the slightly more aocurate d1f:t1culty levels ft'am the performanoe of

the standardization group should be' available for the aUlVent:ence of the

tester. Because the oorrect answer is on this sheet, it must always be kept
out of sight of the subject (Ammons, 1962).

The wordS are separated by a line

:into blocks of

5 each. These represent the equivalent of basal ranges as used

in the Binet.

The lowest level at whioh a subject

base level..

pa.s~es

all words is the

testing is continued to that leVel at whioh the subject fails

-126all five wrds.,

The instcruction cardboard contains i.nf"ormation on administration,

soorin.h score aonversion and an explanation of the scoring sheet much like
that. in the last paragraph.

The instruotions are as tollows:

show you some piCtures, and say some words.

"lIm going to

Wherl I sq a word, show me

w!uch ot the pictures best tits it. Show' me.......... II Several easy' words
are to be given first, based on the examiner's judg1lent,ot the probable
intelligence of the subject.

Then a hard word is to be given.

can't point with confidence, the tester sqsl
to be rather hard..

It the subject

"Som.e or these words are going

Jwst 88'3' 'Don't know' when you get one you don It know.

Then we can go ahead."

Then the examiner gives another hard. word to be sure

the testee understands to signal "Don't know." The authors present al:ternate
directions ot basically the same nature.
The examiner is directed to write a plus or minUs atter each word to

indicate pass or tall.
completely.

It is recommended that the errors be written out

Failures at unusually' low levels, and passes at unusual.l.T high

levels are to be explored.

The circumstanoes under whioh the latter would

occur would be the oorreot identif1cation ot one ot tbe sample hard itmns
above the level at which the subject later failed all items.
The authors warn against letting the subject gUess.

It this is suspec

ted, the subject may be asked to define the word to be sure that the picture
he

has ohosen is the beat one.
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